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Preface

The development of resilient cities is the key factor for sustainable development. 
Resilient cities are cities that are prepared to absorb and recover from any shock 

while maintaining its essential functions, structures, and identity as well as adapting 
and thriving in the face of continual change. ‘Building resilience requires identifying 
and assessing hazard risks, reducing vulnerability and exposure, and lastly, incre-

To contribute to building resilient cities, we are very happy that the German Aca-
-

on a partnership between the National Technical University of Athens – NTUA (Fa-
-
-

man students as well as young researchers to develop integrative strategies and 
creative approaches for resilient cities, including new and robust governance ar-

This book is the result of the Athens Summer School 2017 on resilient European 
cities that took place from 22nd to 26th May 2017. The summer school focused on 
‘Urban Resilience, Climate Change and Adaptation’ and asked the participating in-
terdisciplinary student groups to develop strategies and approaches to cope with 

-
tributions from scientists that were involved in the summer school, explaining the 
phenomena of climate change and considering various concepts and approaches 

developed to adapt to climate change in urban areas. With this book we hope to 
contribute to the discussion on building more resilient and more sustainable cities 
– a discussion we will continue with the following summer schools and exchanges.

Frank Othengrafen and Konstantinos Serraos
Hannover and Athens

December 2017

https://doi.org/10.15488/5558
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Introduction
Resilience, Climate Change and Adaptation – 

the resilient city as new paradigm 
in urban planning?

Lena Greinke (Researcher), Meike Levin-Keitel (Lecturer) 
Frank Othengrafen (Professor)

Institute of Environmental Planning
Leibniz Universität Hannover

Challenges of resilience in European cities
In Germany and other European countries, the sustainable development of cities 
and regions is steadily discussed in relation to the concept of resilience (B IRK -
MANN

Impacts on human and natural systems resulting from the worldwide climate 
change are less and less neglectable (IPCC -
lity of biological systems, to protect communities and to strengthen the resilience 
of the economy, adaptation strategies were developed and set in place on seve-
ral spatial levels (e.g. from a European perspective to regional approaches to ur-

and proactive means of adaptation, dealing with a reduction of vulnerability of 
ecological-social-economic systems to the impact of climate change (S MIT  et al. 

and by which strategies they can increase their resistance successfully – with re-

of public budgets, to high refugee numbers searching for shelter in cities and so on.

The development of „crisis-proof cities“ is thus a key factor for an overall sustainable 
development (J AKUBOWSKI

In this context and according to the ecological buffering capacity, resilience is un-

HOLLING

-
ter the effects of disturbances and shocks, and the further development of lear-

https://doi.org/10.15488/5559
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ning and reorganization processes (BIRKMANN et al. 2013, p. 
18, LEI LIAO 2013; DIELEMAN

Resilience thus encompasses the ability of a system to react 
to crises and disturbances, a dynamic balance of self-renewal 

-
on process, existing structures are transformed into resistant 

a sustainability-oriented development in a city-regional system 
in which resilience structures are developed and strengthened 
in planned, self-designed and natural processes (BREUSTE et al. 
2016, p. 180; VALE and CAMPANELLA 2005, WALKER

A resilient urban system thus combines different characteris-

and the ability to learn and adapt (BREUSTE

This becomes even more important as preventive measu-
res are often related to long-term investments which com-
pete with current problems and limited resources. As con-
sequence, preventive solutions are often not implemented, 
meaning that chances for the resilient development of cities 
are missed somehow, including the risk that comparable mea-

at a later stage (NEUE STIFTUNG VERANTWORTUNG

HENRY  RAMIREZ-

MARQUEZ

Challenges of resilience in European cities
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According to CHRISTMANN - Analytical 
dimensions of 
urban resili-
ence

Ecological or environ-
mental issues: It is par-
ticularly the intensive 
debate about climate 
change and disas-
ter management that 
considers urban de-
velopment under the 

-
silience (e.g. BIRKMANN 
et al. 2013; see also 
www.100resilientcities.

BIRKMANN

for example, looks at 
the vulnerability of soci-
ety and that of different 
land uses. GREIVING and 
FLEISCHHAUER

‘resilient society’ as an CHRISTMANN

overall vision and guiding principle for future urban develop-
ment in Germany that is related to the necessary adaptation 
to climate change. OSTROM

framework for promoting the sustainable development of so-
cial-ecological system through stimulating self-organization. 
CONTAMIN -
cision and taking warning signal are very important to avoid 
the regime shift of the urban ecosystem. More recently, resi-
lience also covers the consideration of urban ecological sys-
tems as basis for urban development (BREUSTE

crisis has hit many European countries and cities (HADJIMICH-
ALIS 2011; WERNER KNIELING  and 
OTHENGRAFEN -
ties and urban regions and their citizens deal with the con-

Lena Greinke, Meike Levin-Keitel, Frank Othengrafen
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including effects for political local regimes, cuts in local public 
spending and the processes of privatization of local public as-
sets, as well as issues related to the rescaling, recentralizati-
on, or decentralization of competencies. Attention is paid to the 
rise of new ‘austerity regimes’, the question of their legitimacy, 
and their spatial manifestations, and in particular to the social 
consequences of austerity. In the European context, the con-
cept of resilience is furthermore used to analyse to what ex-

changes (GRABOW and SCHNEIDER 2013; PLÖGER and LANG

Socio-demographic developments: Many European countries 
face strong trends towards an aging population, population de-
cline, and dependence upon immigration for population growth 
(PALLAGST

have impacts on economic growth, the labor and capital market, 
HAMM et al. 

discussed with regard to their explanatory value for understan-
ding urban and regional change in times of crisis (LANG

Critical Infrastructures: As our cities are highly dependent on 
technical infrastructures that are supplying the urban society 
with all kind of services (water, electricity, information- and com-

with the role of these critical infrastructures (CHRISTMANN et al. 

of a damage or breakdown, will cause long-term supply shor-
tages, disturbances of the public safety or other consequen-
ces. It is the aim of these studies to identify the vulnerability 
of critical infrastructures and to develop strategies to become 
more resilient, based on collaboration of different actors, pre-

AMIN 2000,p. 47-50; BOIN and MC-
CONNELL 2007, p. 37; p.108; CHRISTMANN

Leadership and the role of key actors in and for resilient cities:
To implement certain policies or strategies to enhance the re-
silience of cities and city-regions, the key actors and their in-

ANDERSON

expert leadership in urban green space management and puts 

Analytical dimensions of urban resilience
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forward relevant enlightenment. As the development of resi-

considered that the actors are the same as in urban develop-
ment processes, including politicians, planners, economic and 
civic actors (CHRISTMANN et al. 2016; SELLE -
text, it is discussed how cities or regions can become more 
resilient through fostering collaboration between the various 
actor groups and establishing local networks to increase the 
‘governance of preparedness’ (MEDD and MARVIN 2005; see also 

public and civic actors is crucial (FELLMER REDDY

pointed out factors such as community leadership, stakehol-
der involvement, and local strategies and policies are important 
factors in the long post-disaster recovery process. OLWIG

discusses the construction of cooperation mechanism between 
local government and international organizations in the process 
of disaster reduction and relief; additionally, the ‘governance 
of preparedness’ and the ability to take actions with regard to 
resilient cities is also dependent on the willingness and prob-
lem solving capacities of politicians (e.g. OTHENGRAFEN

describe the relationship between the system under observation 
and externally induced disruption, stress, disturbance, or crisis. 
It is, however, more than a response to particular challenges – 
resilience is understood as a kind of systemic property (LANG 

-
ment of a system as well as assessing and enhancing the adap-
tive capacity of the system. Assessing the vulnerability of cities, 
for example, can encompass issues such as climate change 

-
mental capacity (e.g. pollution, land use, consumption of natu-

and health care (ILMOLA -
ve capacity of cities can consist of governance arrangements 
(e.g. community participation to decision-making, leadership to 

-
ring public services by public bodies and community groups, 

-

Lena Greinke, Meike Levin-Keitel, Frank Othengrafen
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 However, an integrated spatial approach towards 
urban resilience or resilient cities is still lacking (BIRKMANN 
2008; CHRISTMANN

-

solutions concerning resilient cities. The aim of this research 
-

periences and strategies with regard to urban crises or chal-
lenges in German and Greek cities and to develop resilient 
strategies and measures for implementation and to check 

-

The overall topic which can be found in all contributions is the 
ability to resist negative impacts of a changing environment.

„Lessons from local resilience plan-
ning in European cities – The case of the Smart Mature 
Resilience project” from Vasileios Latinos introduces the 

-
veloping standardized approaches and tools to support the 
development of climate adaptation and resilience strate-
gies. The chapter presents the most important lessons learnt 
from the pilot implementation process in the three cities.

“Presuming a nature in the context of resilience” focus-
ses on the conceptualization of nature and the delimitati-
on of our relationship with it. Antonis Chazapis and Dimitris 
Loukos bring the working hypothesis that recent transforma-
tions and the reorganization of institutional and social struc-
tures and political associations on a global scale, adopt and 
respond to the possibility of destruction as a result of unpre-
dictable „natural“ or „moral“ evil into focus and deal with the 

-
course that concerns our stasis towards the environment.

The resilient 
city – contri-
butions to a 
broader un-

derstanding of 
this concept/

challenge

Analytical dimensions of urban resilience
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Kalliopi Sapountzaki -

-
onal, collective and individualized resilience in “Understan-
ding good and bad resilience: the case of Greek cities in 
the economic crisis era”. Furthermore she offers a planning 

The fourth contribution „Aspects of resilience in the recon-
struction of Kalamata (Greece) after the earthquake disas-
ter of 1986“ from Miranda Dandoulaki discusses the case the 

-
quake disaster, focusing on urban resilience during the phases 
of response, recovery and reconstruction. A set of factors such 
as political and economic strategies or comprehensive urban 

In „Tackling Climate Change and Urban Resilience in the City 
of Athens“ Anthi Christou and Eleni Myrivili present the Athens’ 
resilience framework and explain the partnerships and collabo-
rations with international city networks, such as 100 Resilient Ci-
ties and C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group. The Athens Res-
ilience Strategy for 2030 and implementation of it are described.

Lena Greinke, Meike Levin-Keitel, Frank Othengrafen
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1. Lessons from local resilience 
planning in European cities: 

The case of the Smart Mature 
Resilience project 

Urban resilience development at local level requires skills and methodologies that 
are often not at hand in city administrations. In order to enhance cities’ capacity to re-

to support the development of climate adaptation and resilience strategies. The pro-

presented the tools and trained stakeholders in using them, by discussing how these 
contribute to the overall resilience building process and how they feed into an integ-
rated management system for resilience planning that can be transferred to the local 
context of other cities, regions and countries. Developing a co-creation approach has 
enabled to gather detailed information and understanding on what cities are expec-
ting from this integrated management system for resilience, the so-called European 
Resilience Management Guideline. All the information gathered has helped cities to 
highlight existing challenges and associated problems regarding resilience at local 

building tools it develops and to summarize and comment upon the most important 
lessons learnt from the pilot implementation process in the three cities. 

Vasileios Latinos, Jose Sarriegi

Climate and Resilience

Jose Sarriegi
Professor, Industrial Design 

Tecnun University of Navarra

          https://doi.org/10.15488/5560
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European cities face an increasing frequency and intensi-
ty of hazards and disasters, which are exacerbated by either 
climate change hazards and challenges or social dynamics 
implications, such as demographic change and an ageing po-
pulation. As Europe’s cities continue to grow, there is an ur-
gent need for far-reaching and holistic approaches to enhance 
cities’ resilience towards potentially critical effects of hazards.

-
chers and cities come together to enhance cities’ capacity to 
resist, absorb and recover from the hazardous effects of cli-
mate change, by developing, implementing and validating a 
European Resilience Management Guideline, which includes 
a holistic approach on city resilience development, supports 

path a city needs to follow to further advance local resilience, 
by promoting across-sector and beyond silos collaboration 

-
tion of city resilience, which is “the ability of a city or region 
to resist, absorb, adapt to and recover from acute shocks and 
chronic stresses to keep critical services functioning, and to 
monitor and learn from on-going processes through city and 
cross-regional collaboration, to increase adaptive abilities 
and strengthen preparedness by anticipating and approp-

BÅNG, RANKIN 2016

tools that were then introduced into an integrated management 
system for resilience planning that can be transferred to the 
local context of other cities, regions and countries. Conside-
ring a co-creation approach in the methodology has enabled 
to gather and understand what cities are expecting from this 
integrated management system for resilience, the so-called 
Resilience Management Guideline. The European Resilience 
Management Guideline was co-created and co-developed by 

-
ted in the three partner cities. In this process, four additional 
cities were acting as peer-reviewers and provided collective 

-

The project in a nutshell - The European resilience management guidline

The project 
in a nutshell - 
The European 

resilience 
management 

guidline
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Latvia and Bristol, United Kingdom, while in each city, different 
-

Local planning for resilience needs to take into account com-
monly accepted concepts for climate change adaptation and 
sustainability, critical infrastructures development and social 

-
-

tics is to strive for satisfying human needs and improving the 
citizens’ quality of life. When dealing with local planning for 
resilience, the management of tasks and activities individu-
ally or sectorally is most often time-consuming, fragmented, 

weak results. On the contrary, the re-organization and integ-
ration of existing practices and activities, plans and strategies 
under one steering wheel, commonly accepted by everyone 
working in the city –practitioners in municipal departments, 
decision-makers and politicians - may be able to systemi-

-
ties at city level and provide a multitude of positive outcomes 
for municipal practitioners and citizens (LATINOS et al. 2017

The European Resilience Management Guideline is bet-

where cities and regions have different starting points. Local 
planning for resilience needs to take into account commonly 
accepted concepts for climate change adaptation and sus-
tainability. The European Resilience Management Guideli-

and secures transparency and the democratic principles of 
decision-making. The Guideline introduces an integrated ap-
proach on resilience planning and will then move on with 
a training that will allow participants to implement hands-

-

-

Tools that 
enhance 
operational 
resilience
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This sub-chapter aims to provide with a short overview of the 
tools and introduce their main functionalities and contribution to 
the resilience building process. 

ideal path for the evolution of the resilience building process 
from an initial stage to a more advanced stage, going through 
a number of intermediate stages. The RMM enables, on a 
strategic level, the development of an assessment of a city‘s 
current resilience status identifying areas of improvement. 
Based on this initial assessment, a city will use the RMM 

-
ilience level, based on the policies included in it. The main 
goal of the RMM is to provide an optimum path to increase 

since it provides a holistic overview of the resilience building 
process and helps end-users to understand resilience as a 

-
sess their current resilience status (HERNANTES

-
loped to address the risk assessment aspect of increasing the 

interactive set of questions, which city stakeholders typically 
complete in a group. The main purpose of the tool is to en-
courage focused, interdisciplinary conversations about those 
risks that are of greatest concern to the city. It focuses on ten 

-

cycles. For each risk scenario users are asked to provide an 
answer with respect to the likelihood of occurrence of that 

is presented with a prioritization which may then be used as a 
focus for developing mitigation strategies (HOWICK

3.The Resilience Information and Communication Portal 

the platforms and software that cities already have in place. It 
allows cities to display data internally or publicly that is alrea-
dy available to the city as it applies to resilience, vulnerability 
and crisis situations. The portal allows for different levels of 

Tools that enhance operational resilience
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users, like city managers, critical infrastructure providers, citi-
zens or other stakeholders to be able to contribute informati-
on as applies to a given city context. The portal offers added 

platforms in place in their municipalities for internal communi-
cation, but the wealth of information available to them is not 
integrated, streamlined or fully utilized (SAKURAI 

-
ping city disaster managers to diagnose explore and learn 
about the resilience building process. They can use the 
tool to make decisions and be able to take the correct ac-
tions in the resilience building process. The simulation mo-
del encapsulates the most important aspects of the RMM 
and helps to encompass the RMM in a training environ-
ment for the cities to learn about the path towards impro-
ving resilience. The model allows the user to try different 
policy options, identifying the implications of each of them 
in the resilience improvement process (LABAKA

-
sion of the online version of the RMM. It combines custom 
ways to view policies contained in the RMM with detailed 
information and examples from case studies detailing po-
licy implementation in partner cities, references of sources 
to case studies from other cities around the world, and links 
to risk mitigation actions that support the policies (and are 

reference centre for high-level strategic managers in cities 
as well as municipal workers tasked with implementing the 
policies that have been planned; comprises illustrative real 
case studies of policy implementation in cities; includes refe-
rences to other sources that provide details of case studies 
of policy implementation in cities; provides a practical point 
of reference for cities considering the implementation of rela-
ted policies; provides illustrative detail for the policies in the 
RMM and the CRD and can be navigated conveniently via 
a dedicated webpage that also includes a wiki format and 
invites cities to upload their own case studies and be part of 
a resilience culture at European level (HOWICK
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Cities learning from cities characterize innovation and know-
ledge exchange in the urban millennium. Building cross-cultural 
awareness and recognizing differences in local circumstances 
are standard practices for international practitioners; however, 
training lacks where different cultures encounter new informa-
tion, technology and tools, and in how best to build appropriate 
networks of technology transfer for adaptation and resilience 
planning. From the beginning of 2016 to the end of 2017, the 
cities engaged in a facilitated, iterative pilot implementation pro-
cess that aimed to test, validate and peer-review the resilience 
building tools that were developed by the research partners. 
The main elements of the iterative implementation in each city 

gather the most relevant stakeholders in the implementing ci-

together with the peer-reviewing cities that had the opportunity 
to ask questions and provide their insights and feedback on the 
ongoing tool development (external stakeholders were always 

-
-

plore synergies and collaboration potential between institutions, 

review workshop during which the implementing cities provided 
feedback on the implementation process to the tool developers, 
while the peer-reviewing cities shared their additional feedback 

the tool through a combination of facilitated discussion, based 

SMR PROJECT

The pilot im-
plementation 

process

Tools that enhance operational resilience
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on guiding questions, and conduct of interactive exercises in 
-

plementing city, once the tools were already functional in beta 
version; these stakeholder focus groups mainly aimed to pre-
sent the tool to the most relevant stakeholders and provide 
with an up-to-date and ready-to-use application that could sup-
port the city’s resilience building efforts (SAKURAI

In preparation of each training, workshop or meeting, va-
lue was added by including considerations of environmen-
tal, economic, societal and individual interests within existing 
resilience networks upon planning and organization of the 
training session. The facilitators co-created, together with 
the city partners, case studies that were relevant and appli-
cable at local city context to serve as a basis for the applica-
tion of tools during the training (LATINOS V., GRIMES C.

The implementation activities took place with the support of the 
local research partners in the implementing cities, while a city 
consultancy network was acting as external coach and coor-
dinator, facilitating knowledge and information exchange bet-

period, partners and city stakeholders had the chance to explo-
re and validate the tool in the security sectors that were alrea-

portal’s functionalities and improve the tools’ qualities.  In pre-
paration of each workshop, value was added by including con-
siderations of environmental, economic, societal and individual 
interests within existing resilience networks upon planning and 
organization of the training session. The facilitators co-created, 
together with the city partners, case studies that were relevant 
and applicable at local city context to serve as a basis for the ap-
plication of tools during the training (LATINOS V., GRIMES C.

During the stakeholder focus groups that took place in the pro-

risk awareness, and baseline review and vulnerability assess-
ment, practitioners improved recognition of key determinants 

Lessons learnt 
from the 
stakeholder 
focus groups
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for local resilience planning and identify appropriate networks 
for innovation and knowledge exchange. Emphasis was placed 

and infrastructure feasibility of implementation in the recipient 

perceived quality of life and demands.  Mini-lectures introdu-
ced the resilience tools, and will aim to hint already on poten-

Participants were able to apply the knowledge gained in scena-
rios explained by the instructors to plan out a mini strategy for 
resilience that could potentially transfer to real city processes. 
In most time they were encouraged to discuss this strategy with 
their departments and superiors and were introduced into train-
the-trainer modules to be able to further discuss and introduce 
the tools to their colleagues. In Glasgow, stakeholders were en-

incident, in Kristiansand some cases focused on challenges re-
volving from social dynamics, like social alienation, youth loneli-
ness and ageing population, while in San Sebastian the scena-

effects like energy outages and landslides. Semi-structured dis-
cussions followed the exercises centred on each tool, by impro-
ving strategies for future resilience building (LATINOS

One of the most important element for the success of the 

stakeholders require to increase the city resilience level and 
the barriers that still need to be overcome has been helpful 

included in the European Resilience Management Guideline 

in the workshops in order to better engage with the civil so-
ciety  and to make sure that the tools will be as much as pos-
sible tailor made to the implementing cities’ needs. Not many 
citizens responded to this call, something that reinforced the 
adopted approach that the tools are mainly targeting crisis 
and infrastructure managers as well as municipal staff and 
stakeholders engaged in strategic planning and manage-
ment; in some cases though, there were a couple of citizens 

Lessons learnt from the stakeholder focus groups
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 Also, the process facilitators in collaboration with 
-

ter plans existing in each city on sustainability, climate 
change and environmental management and tried through 

-
ted ERMG process can complement the existing frameworks 
and also to identify gaps and potential challenges that have 
not been considered when developing these action plans. 

The collective feedback from all cities showed that informing 
thoroughly stakeholders and city representatives is important 
and necessary in order to secure their active participation and 
involvement. There is need for further focus on stakeholders 
that are mostly affected by or interested in an issue or challen-
ge. Especially the stakeholder training workshops were used 
as a direct knowledge transfer platform that enabled the pro-

the pilot implementation and especially during the stakeholder 
training workshops, it became evident that most cities are al-
ready working on resilience building activities, as resilience is 
becoming a buzzword and provides new forms of urban gover-
nance, planning and strategy development. Although cross-
sector collaboration is not the single solution to tackle all chal-
lenges that cities are facing, we believe that it can have much 
impact on the resilience of municipalities and that the alignment 

Despite the success of the pilot implementation, it needs to be 
mentioned that limitations of scenario building became apparent 
in the stakeholder focus groups. While the creation of scenarios 
that are suitable and useful for testing of the tools beta versions 

in cities has been said to be extremely hard. Such scenarios are 

made clear that they for example would not serve as the basis of 
simulation models, simulation games, incident planning or other 
resilience-related city tasks that need very much elaborated de-
tails. According to the cities, creation of such scenarios would be 
a task that would require a higher double-digit number of hours 
each, and would only be realistic when including a number of 
stakeholders with very sophisticated roles (SAKURAI
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operational framework that provides guidance and aims at 
training and supporting municipalities and relevant stakehol-

for cities that have in place and use an integrated manage-
ment system to monitor their resilience building activities? 

The European Resilience Management Guideline and the SMR 

human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable 

and its impacts. Extreme poverty is often concentrated in urban 
spaces, where national and city governments struggle to ac-
commodate the rising population in these areas. SDG11 aims 
at making cities safe and sustainable means ensuring access to 
safe and affordable housing, and upgrading slum settlements. 
It also involves investment in public transport, creating green 
public spaces, and improving urban planning and management 
in a way that is both participatory and inclusive. SDG13 aims at 
mitigating climate-related disasters in developing countries and 
by helping more vulnerable regions, such as land locked coun-
tries and island states, adapt to climate change and integrate 
disaster risk measures into national strategies (UNDP

The use of an integrated management approach to be applied 
at city level and to support the resilience building process pro-
vides the cities that receive training on how to use it and im-

on climate change adaptation, resilience and sustainability; 

-

-

perspectives for a bottom-up inclusive EU, something that 
cities nowadays tend to promote and seek, especially in the 
outset of austerity measures and increasingly limited resour-
ces (LATINOS -
ment Guideline comes in the form of a toolbox, and includes 

Conclusions 
and recom-
mendations

Conclusions and recommendations
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guidance throughout the various operational steps; therefo-
re it is easy for a city to adapt it in existing mechanisms and 
established practices and perform the activities included in 
each step when needed and when the circumstances demand 
it. By using an integrated management system for resilience 
development, the effort lost in running parallel management 
systems and several processes that require different under-
standing and performance, can be turned into sustainability. 

In this paper we have presented insights from a large research 

Resilience Management Guideline as an integrated manage-
-

sights from its implementation with partner cities. Based on 

of a framework to better understand cross-sector collaborati-
on in the context of urban resilience and to bring all available 
resources and human capital into an approach that European 
commitment to climate change action continues to be strong 
and steady (SAKURAI -
al capital into environmental initiatives – a key component of 

actions that matter for cities – needs still work to do and in-
tegrate in existing structures and political processes that fa-
cilitate mainstreaming for climate adaptation and resilience. 

This work was supported by the European Union’s Horizon 
-

Acknowledg-
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2. Presuming a nature in 
the context of resilience

Over the last decades, the debate on climate change has brought back the everlas-
ting discussion on the conceptualization of nature and the delimitation of our relati-
onship with it. The emergence of „destruction“ has been instrumental in transforming 
moral evil to natural, viz the transition from the mechanistic-instrumental view of na-

In the context of this conceptual shift, the rhetoric of „security“ was raised, and today 
is mainly expressed through the mechanisms of „mechanistic resilience“, namely the 
persistence in an ideal, almost a metaphysical equilibrium state of functioning of all 

science, in recent decades, parallel transformations have also occurred in the notion 

-
gnized as a structural element of all natural and non- natural processes. If faith in the 

then which nature responds to adaptation? Accepting the latter as the new state of 
optimum functioning means that we must accept a new notion of evil that stems from 
the theory of resilience but ultimately expands to the „construction“ of a nature.

Antonis Chazapis, Dimitris Loukos
Urban Planning Research Lab, 

National Technical University of Athens
        https://doi.org/10.15488/5561
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 Recent transformations and the reorganization of in-
stitutional and social structures and political associations on a 
global scale, adopt and respond to the possibility of destruction 
as a result of unpredictable „natural“ or „moral“ evil. Their im-
pressive syneresis through the lens of the „apocaliptic“ threat 
and the effort to overcome their distinction not by slipping into 
the „naturalization“ of the social but highlighting the systemic 
nature of evil1 reveals the importance of re-conceptualization 
of the very notion of nature. Nowadays, climate change is the 

stasis towards the environment. This working hypothesis sug-

grasp nature shapes the context of the discourse on resili-
ence as stability and equilibrium; At the same time, contem-
porary shifts in the understanding of resilience as complexi-
ty and change, suggest „a nature,“ and thus a society, open 

The dualism of Logos and nature in western thought legiti-
-

trumentalization of nature. In this sense, in the whole history 
of western civilization, with few exceptions, understanding of 

sovereignty (TERZA-
KIS

dualism, rely on the hierarchy that characterizes the order 

-
placing God Logos and claiming dominance over nature. 
Human as a sovereign claims and „confesses“ its externali-
ty to the non-reasonable nature at the cost of fully assuming 
the responsibility of evil (BAUMAN and BORDONI

 Romantic nature is attempting a reversal that makes 
nature dominant and humans humble and unwieldy. From this 
romantic nature, that preserves dualism and externality in its 
core, a line of thought emerges that establishes the naturali-
zation of evil, releases from the burden of responsibility and 
at the same time, legitimizes the regaining of sovereignty at 

Interpretations of nature through externality and sovereignty

Interpreta-
tions of nature 

through ex-
ternality and 
sovereignty

1 For the notion of «systemic» evil and the Enlightened Doomsaying, see DUPUY

Short Treatise on the Metaphysics of Tsunamis
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any cost. The naturalization of evil and the recovery of tooling 
sovereignty of techno-science form the framework of modernity 
and one of its fundamental contradictions. The understanding 
of nature in modern theory seeks to incorporate this contra-

HORKHEIMER

 „…without committing the fallacy of equating nature and rea-
, mankind must try to reconcile the two“ (TERZAKIS 

 The distinction between anthropocentric and ecocen-
-

nality or non-, which results to a nature of an intrinsic or extrinsic 
value2. The following schematic coding of multiple meanings of 

asset and nature as risk (DAVOUDI

the anthropocentric approach of nature. These meanings of na-
ture are all characterized by instrumentalism and sovereignty. 
Although they follow the shifts in the understanding of resili-
ence, they fail to infuse a new, resilience based intake of nature.
 Nature as a perfect machine implies a nature gover-

and described. At the same time, holding the knowledge of the-
se laws allow for gaining control over nature, and hence make 
use of it. The  and the abandonment 
of a ruling divine economy are prerequisites for a de-symbolized 
nature, available for science supported and technology driven 
exploitation to meet the needs of progress and development. 
The implications of such an ethos in the human-nature relati-
onship rapidly proved to be not manageable and gradually pro-
voked a shift that questions nature and its „delicate balances“. 
Culminating in the rhetoric of sustainability, what was put forth 
was the need for human progress to be planned in the long run 
on the basis of „natural“ processes and ecological procedures.
 In this context, nature is perceived , 
and an eventually scarcity of resources for the progress sug-

-
tal mechanisms to nature. The exploitation of nature and its pro-
tection in order to secure progress itself generated a range of 
specialized environmental managerial practices and legislative 

-
ced technological approaches ending up to the commoditizati-
on of nature on the other. Nature downgraded to “a set of envi-

DAVOUDI 

Antonis Chazapis and Dimitris Loukos
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wide spectrum of radical ecological and social movements de-
claring that the problem lies to progress itself and not to nature.
 This promising, consensual rhetoric of sustainability, 
which largely internalizes and eases the tension of movements 
and radical ecology, is replaced by the prevalent discourse of 
the environmental risk. „
withdrawn was that Enlightenment idea of security, provided 
by the prospect of controlling nature BAUMAN and BORDONI 

Nature reconceived as risk, is a concept consis-
tent with modernity’s externalities but still a surprisingly setback 
in relation to the extent of control provided by techno-science 
and its managerial practices. In fact, this seemingly retreat is 
a complex mechanism that establishes and legitimizes the 
contemporary security society. Against nature as an unpre-
dictable threat, complex and intertwined policies of fear and 
security is reorganized on a global scale. What emphatically 
occurs is the need to shield against unpredictable dangers 
and threats by legitimizing political decisions and prioritizations 
and avoiding time-consuming, consensus-seeking planning.

Nature, in the context of risk and security, degenerates to an 
incomprehensible externality, equally threatening compared to 

-
nomic collapse. While all these threats are obviously socially 
originated, they are related to climate change and nature-as-
risk approach (JABAREEN

externality. This externality allows for legitimizing our shielding 
against these constructed threats instead of de-legitimizing the 
social practices that reproduce them. At the same time, the 
equalization of a threatening nature to all other threats naturali-
zes the social constructions of evil. The issue of resilience and 

with increasing interest over the last decade. Resilience is cur-
rently synonymous with „security“, a mechanism that is equally 
constructed by the destruction and the shielding against it.
 Although the term „resilience“ has now been incorpo-

-

indicative of ambiguity and the need to identify each time the 
context and the conditions of its use and therefore its meaning.

From 
securitization 

of nature to 
naturalization 

of evil through 
resilience

Interpretations of nature through externality and sovereignty
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The term appears initially in the context of ecology science and its 
CRAWFORD HOLLING Resilience 

determines the persistence of relationships within a system and 
is a measure of the ability of these systems to absorb changes of 
state variables, driving variables, and parameters, and still per-
sist. HOLLING

3, and the term was used beyond the boundaries of ecology. 

HOLLING

ability of a system to maintain its structure and patterns of 
behaviour in the face of disturbance“, and once more in 
2002 (GUNDERSON and HOLLING Resilience is 
the magnitude of disturbance that can be absorbed befo-
re the system changes its structure by changing the varia-
bles and processes that control behaviour -
tions will be formulated by other researchers like WALKER et 

S.E. VAN DER LEEUW  C. FOLKE

COMMUNITY & REGIONAL RESILIENCE INSTITUTE

3 See COMMUNITY & REGIONAL RESILIENCE INSTITUTE 2013, BRAND F. S. and K. JAX. 2007.

Antonis Chazapis and Dimitris Loukos
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 What is quite obvious through the extensive bibliogra-
phy is the fact that there is not only one „resilience“ but many 

within the boundaries of a particular discipline. But the way 

of hermeneutics but it is rather related to serious theoretical 
oppositions and shifts on issues that deal with the functioning 
mechanisms of complex biotic and abiotic systems, and parti-
cularly in the case of ecological resilience, to the very notion 
of nature, and our relationship as species and societies with it.

Equilibrium based resilience
HOLLING

was clearly expressed through the terms of „persistence“ and 
„conservation“ was the concept of equilibrium, ie the steady 
state of the ecological systems in times when no stresses or 
external forces are applied to them. In this initial apprehensi-
on of resilience also relies the main conceptual frame of later 

-
-

rupted operation of the Western world‘s post-war-development 
course or, in other words, to preserve the natural resources.
 What, however, has also been introduced in this ini-

-
cept of equilibrium, is the existence of not a single, but rather 
multiple equilibrium states for a given system. In this case, 
resilience is the measure of the disturbance that a system is 

(C.S. HOLLING

-

relationship, concerning the primacy of rational, the instru-
mentalization of nature, and sovereignty as a dominant value.
 From another point of view, at the same time, a new 
notion of „resilience“, which is found in the literature as „engi-
neering resilience“, has been born, and is the one that basi-
cally acts as the theoretical legitimation of the recently estab-
lished rhetoric of „security“, as mentioned above. In this case, 

Diverging 
“resiliences”

From securitization of nature to naturalization of evil through resilience
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of the term, resilience 
is considered as the 
persistence at a sin-
gle equilibrium state, 
while the resistance 
to disturbance and the 
return rate to the pre-
vious equilibrium state 
are the measure of re-
silience (C.S. HOLLING 

particular notion of re-
silience until today is 
directly related to two 
phenomena attached 

(LIPOVETSKY

largely failure of sus-
tainability approach, 
and the emergence 
of catastrophe that 

-
ture and „shrinks time 
into an urgent logic.“4  

4 For the hypermodern relation with time, see LIPOVETSKY, -

5

Antonis Chazapis and Dimitris Loukos

Resilience through constant change

-
on of ecological resilience is reworded once again. A typical 

by the Resilience Alliance5 Resilience is the capacity of a 
social-ecological system to absorb or withstand perturba-
tions and other stressors such as that the system remains 
in the same regime, essentially maintaining its structure and 
functions

extent to which a system is capable of self-organization, and 

GUNDERSONE HOLLING 
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6

7 The concept of wholeness as introduced here implies in part the connection, or interdepen-
dence, of systems of different identity, such as physical and social. However, this critical lin-
kage, which often leads to the naturalization of social systems (eg the elimination of human 

widely criticized (DAVOUDI

are loose and risky to use them.

WALKER

Adaptive (or ecological) resilience – Panarchy
The latest and most contemporary notion of resilience was 

Diverging “resiliences”

6  and adaptation.
 Beyond the multi equilibrium states schema and the 

also accepted that change is a structural component of sys-
tems, and adaptation to it through learning and self-organiza-
tion is a part of the function mechanisms of each system (S.E. 
VAN DER LEEUW

states and change as an inherent feature of systems- are also 

resilience by B. WALKER -
tics determine the position of the system in its “stability land-

that a system can absorb before it changes basin of attraction 

critical thresholds (where changes that happen are irreversib-

different systems7 among spatial and temporal scales or bet-
ween different scales that set one system external to another.
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8 The succession of the adaptive cycle stages is neither linear nor deterministic due to the fact 

GUNDERSONE HOLLING

Antonis Chazapis and Dimitris Loukos

received from the Panarchy theory as proposed from HOLING 

that explains the evolving nature of complex adaptive sys-
tems. Panarchy is the hierarchical structure in which systems 
of nature (for example, forests, grasslands, lakes, rivers, and 

GUNDERSON -
al-ecological systems (for example, co-evolved systems of 

cycles of growth, accumulation, restructuring, and renewal.“
 The main concept of this model is the adaptive circle 

continuously running through due to adaptation to change8. 

dynamics of the system available for change, ie the „wealth“ of 
the system, the internal interconnection of system factors which 

sensitivity to disruptions, and its inherent adaptive ability. The 

that is crucial to understanding the contemporary perception 
of resilience is that events and processes such as destruction 

common original negative meaning but instead are incorpo-
rated into a scheme that regards them as moments of capital 
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The scheme of Panarchy  is being completed with 
the reduction of the adaptive circle into a hierarchical struc-
ture (not only top down but also bottom-up, thus in the regular 

-
cumulated in different scales and in constant communication 
and interaction with each other (various connections are presu-
med as being related to the heritage - memory - the spread of 
destruction - revolt
of the ecosystem as well as its self-organizing mechanisms 
(CRAIG R. ALLEN -

Diverging “resiliences”

release and hence times when the possibilities and possible 
ways of a system reconstruction increases, ie stages necessary
for regeneration, creation, and evolutionary heterogeneity .
 In addition, and taking notice of the three dimen-

-
derstood that the resilience of a system is greater when the 
available capital is free and unbound, and the possibili-
ties and variable combinations of regeneration are maxi-

-

consolidation of relationships and forms, ie it passes from a 
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Nature and 
resilience, 
from 
inevitability to 
intentionality

Antonis Chazapis and Dimitris Loukos

temporary aspects of the Panarchy model, it is understood that 
-

lity of a system to adapt, change, and transform, rather than 
to resist to disturbance and stay within the same equilibrium 
regime (DAVOUDI -
sed to the predominant use of the term today, and also to the 
mainstream notion of nature as danger. Summarizing the 
three most widespread interpretations of the term „resilience“ 

steady equilibrium state after a shock, or disturbance.

absorb before it changes to a new equilibrium state.

adapt and transform in response to stresses and pressure.

these perspectives do not emerge out from an isolated scienti-

-
multaneously they set the critical foundations for concepts such 
as sustainability, growth, development, destruction, etc., and 

-

 At the core of the discourse regarding the notion 
of resilience is precisely standing the concept of the disas-
ter. A deep understanding of the distinctions between natural 
and moral evil10, as well as of their revealing syneresis to a 
metaphysical evil that threatens the ‚equilibrium‘ of human 

the beginning the nature and the way we relate to it. “Are 
-

HOLLING

 The shift in understanding of resilience from the 
equilibrium all the way to change and transformation (through 

the political, ideological and philosophical basis on which the 
10

in modern thought. An alternative history of philosophy.
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securitization is progressively institutionalized as urgent as in-
evitable (COAFFEE

opens up our understanding and receptivity to contingency and 
unpredictability. Resilience is thus providing an interpretative lens 
that enables us to detect a new conception of nature as a „matrix 
of all possibilities or the perennially open“ (TERZAKIS

 However, if, in the context of resilience, disaster is 
internalized and is only regarded as a part of the process of 
a constant transformation -an eventual outcome rather than 
danger-, translating this understanding to the social context 
remains seriously problematic at two levels. One concerns 
the naturalization of evil by relocating the systemic and insti-
tutional into natural procedures, which consequently implies 
that intentionality is ignored if not denied. The second level 
concerns the subsequent legitimization of the reshaped sove-
reignty relations in the name of transformation and adaptabili-
ty11. Despite these contradictions and restrictions we need to 
surpass, the re-conceptualization of nature in the context of 
resilience as the perpetually open, assures “the continuous 
possibility of recourse to something amorphous which elu-
des any social (and linguistic) determinations, a stock of in-
exhaustible freedom and creativity that, ex post, makes the 
historical change of the world possible“ (TERZAKIS

11

Bauman and Bordoni 2017, p.57

Nature and resilience, from inevitability to intentionality
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3.Understanding
Good and Bad Resilience: 
The  Case of Greek  Cities 
in the Economic Crisis Era

Government debt crisis and recession in Greece cause decline of the welfare state. 

macro-economic vulnerability to debt crisis through dismissals of public employees, 
cutting wages and pensions, shrinking social welfare public provisions. The state’s 

-
vation of historical and new social risks. On their side, vulnerable people, urban level 
institutions and social organizations employed novel resilience attitudes to manage 

-

times harmful to the most vulnerable, the environment and the wider public interest, 
currently or in the future. 

-

-

Kalliopi Sapountzaki
Department of Geography 

Harokopio University of Athens
 https://doi.org/10.15488/5562
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stresses and adversities with the ultimate aim of survival or 
persistence of the vulnerable agent (SAPOUNTZAK

-
sidered as a process of self-organization and self-change, in 
an attempt of the initiating agent to retain essential functions 
or structure under circumstances of whatever threat, stress or 

more recently and widely adopted at least as regards socio-eco-
logical and social systems. DOVERS and HANDMER (already since 

ROSE 
-

se, recovery and reconstruction phases of crises and disasters.

Who can be resilient? Some scholars and authors concen-
trate on urban and community resilience while others on indivi-
dualized forms of resilience (i.e. resilience of single persons or 

SAPOUNTZAKI

risks can be any vulnerable agent who becomes a “vulnerability 

household to urban, regional, national or the global 
communities;

nomic sectors at the regional, national, trans-national level;

all possible levels;

ecological for the purpose of abstraction of natural resources;

regulation authorities and their users.

What is the purpose of resilient agents? Their purpose is 
-

covery from a crisis or a disaster. For this purpose the agent 
under threat develops either pro-active or reactive resilience. 

Introduction: Who can be resilient, for what purpose?

Introduction: 
Who can be 

resilient, 
for what pur-

pose?
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STACEY 
following their own principles and satisfying their own inten-
tions, an argumentation which is also in line with WALDROP’S 

-
tems try to turn whatever happens to their own advantage. 
Hence, resilient agents pursue abatement of the bund-

a capacity to manage vulnerability and exposure to sever-
al simultaneous threats. Resilient agents can rarely achie-

social, economic, institutional, also vulnerability to natural, en-

short of resources for curing others;

munities so that the vulnerability of individual agents is affected 
by and affects vulnerability of others.

Therefore, a resilient agent “utilizes own adaptive capaci-
ties to re-arrange and reset own vulnerability balance in time, 
space and among the several vulnerability facets versus va-
rious hazards also, when circumstances call for such re-ar-
rangement” (SAPOUNTZAKI

-
version to other vulnerability facets versus other hazards;

-
ration of others;

Considering above options one could gather that resilience 
is about constant maneuvering and making of trade-offs bet-
ween several forms of risk-taking and social development 
(SAPOUNTZAKI

in a resilience process against all life risks, originating from the 
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socio-economic and physical environment, are included in the 
following forms of capital as adopted by the sustainability ap-
proach (SAPOUNTZAKI

-
-
-

portance are the spatial and temporal scales upon which the 
resilient agent appeals to mobilize and utilize above resources. 
In risky environments, troubled periods or post-disaster con-
texts new and exceptional pools of resources emerge. Such 
exceptional resources, under private or social control are be-
havioural assets, personal knowledge and experience, formal 
and informal social and economic networks, social knowledge, 
memory and ethics, place focused cultural practices, extra in-
stitutional mechanisms such as structures of illegality and ex-
ceptional funding opportunities (see also SAPOUNTZAKI

the Greek Governments have been accountable for the 

 “Adoption of the euro and loose global credit condi-
tions in 2000’s allowed Greece easy access to foreign bor-

-
ralization also served to boost household consumption. Real 
GDP growth averaged 4% from 2000-2007, higher than in all 
euro area countries save Ireland and Luxemburg. …..Govern-
ment debt mounted rapidly. The economy turned down in the 

reached 15.5% of GDP in 2009, up from 4% in 2001. Public 
debt was 129% of GDP at the end of 2009 with 75% held by 
foreigners. Besides, the pension system had become under-
funded as a result of increasingly generous entitlements and an 
aging population. Furthermore, the counterpart to the decline 
in government saving was a sharply widening current account 

The Greek 
Government’s 

Resilience to 
Debt Crisis: 

Repercussions 
on Social Vul-

nerability

Introduction: Who can be resilient, for what purpose?
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-
red Greece’s government-led growth model and the country 
became soon extremely vulnerable to a stop in private capital 

the Greek governments have been displaying an outstanding 
capacity to avoid default, i.e. resilience. After the elections in 

-
-

ded that the IMF should be a formal part of Greece’s rescue.

Following negotiations with the newly established Troika (the 

billion euro of which the Fund committed 30 billion euro un-
-

country’s position in the euro-zone. Consequently, the Greek 
government was forced to adopt “an ambitious multi-year 

debt ratio, reduce domestic demand in line with supply ca-
pacity and increase supply and competitiveness so as to in-
vigorate investment, exports and private sector growth” (IMF, 

-
lity and sustainability, have translated however, into heighte-
ned or new risks and exposures for the Greek society, espe-

Indeed, a growing number of households in the Greek cities 
-

cial risks of poverty, energy poverty, homelessness, malnut-
rition, risks to health, psychological depression and suicide. 
The reasons are related to wage and pension cuts, elevation 
of direct and indirect taxation, dismissals and unemployment, 
shrinkage of social welfare public provisions and recession 

-
rability to human and social vulnerability and its transfe-
rence to large social groups especially those dependent on 
the state’s welfare system (SAPOUNTZAKI and CHALKIAS
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In a report by the UN Independent Expert on Foreign Debt and 
“the prospects of 

of living in line with international human rights standards have 
been compromised by bailout conditions imposed by Greece’s 
international lenders”.
“More than 10% of the population in Greece now lives in ext-
reme poverty and unemployment amongst youth has reached 
the unprecedented rate of 59.3%.... Greece remains the only 
country in the euro-zone where a comprehensive social as-
sistance scheme serving as a social safety net of last resort 
is missing”
warns that the public health system becomes increasingly in-
accessible, in particular for poor citizens and marginalized 
groups. The Expert points out that nearly one third of the Greek 
population is without public health insurance mainly due to 
prolonged unemployment. The report makes also reference 
to the National Ombudsman’s thesis that “the drastic adjust-
ments imposed on the Greek economy and society as a whole 
have had dramatic consequences on citizens, while vulnera-
ble groups increase and multiply”

has been particularly severe for the most vulnerable sectors of 
-

ren, people with disabilities and immigrants. It is not without 

whole series of austerity measures have been implemented.

that the most important risks are health-related risks. The li-
terature offers already strong evidence about the relationship 
between income status and health indicators such as morbidity, 
mortality, life expectancy and accessibility to medical care ser-
vices (MACKENBACH 2005; WAGSTAFF

increases health status inequalities (STUCKLER

larger groups to social exclusion and cause increase of cases of 
psychological disturbances, like depression. The unemployed 
and their families are at higher risk of premature death, chronic 
disease and disability. In the long run unemployment increases 
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the risk of suicide and also leads to a high alcohol daily con-
sumption with evident long term health consequences (MALIA-
ROU and SARAFIS

adds risks to human health. Public medical care organizations 

medical companies. At the same time that the demand for public 
medical care services increases (owing to loss of income and 

-
mes always more vulnerable (SAPOUNTZAKI and CHALKIAS

increase of the incidents of suicide and contagious diseases 
(ECONOMOU -
tional mass media speak for health problems of the victimized 
social groups and disintegration of the medical care system.

Figure 1 indicates how the Greek Governments of the crisis 
era -in their attempt to manage macro-economic risks and debt 
crisis-, deprived the society and economy – especially the most 
vulnerable groups - of critical assets. Such deprivation caused 
increase of social, human and regional and local institutions’ 
vulnerability. In essence, the Greek Governments pulled off the 
protective mantle of the welfare state and activated a bundle of 
forgotten social risks and adversities (poverty, homelessness, 
social exclusion, forced migration, risks to health, loss of ac-

austerity measures deteriorated human, social and institutio-
nal vulnerability to natural, technological, climate change and 
environmental hazards thus intensifying the respective risks. 
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People’s and 
Urban Institu-

tions’ Resili-
ence versus 
Social Risks: 

Is it always 

SAKDAPOLRAK -

and that constant interaction among these is occurring conti-
nuously. It has become already evident that with the crisis lar-
ger social groups and a growing number of public and private 
institutions become more and more vulnerable to new and re-
turning risks. All these vulnerable agents attempt to activate re-
silience in the following ways (SAPOUNTZAKI and CHALKIAS

ments, e.g. they change their place of residence to ensure che-
aper housing accommodation, they proceed to household en-

costs, they make agreements for extension of their housing 
loan repayment period, they change energy consumption and 
mobility patterns as well as food consumption patterns, they 
change patterns of appealing to medical care services etc.

economy and other solidarity structures to boycott
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costliness of essentials in the free market.  

rating and maintenance costs, proceed with dismissals and 
partial employment contracts, turn to cheaper raw materials 
and forward low quality goods and services to the market.

tures for direct response to unemployment, poverty and 
homelessness, among others in an effort to rehabilita-

-
-

on of the housing loan repayment period represents a shift 
of economic vulnerability to the future; moving to cheaper 
housing accommodation represents a way to transform eco-
nomic vulnerability to physical vulnerability (due to exposu-

changing food consumption patterns means that part of eco-
nomic vulnerability may turn to health-related vulnerability; 
introducing low quality goods and services to the market is 

their economic vulnerability by aggravating health or other 

-
ple and urban level institutions make some of these ad-

others harmful to other agents or the wider public interest. 

avoid high living costs (e.g. turning to public transporta-
tion to avoid costly fuels, limiting wastage at home, sa-

poverty, energy poverty, risks to health and unemploy-
ment (e.g. no pay movements, neighbourhood-based self-
organized collectives, municipal vegetable gardens, so-
cial groceries, clinics and pharmacies, solidarity schools, 
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decrease
                                                                                           

increase
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social kitchens and food distribution, the without middle-
men movement such as the potato movement, free share 
bazaars, time sharing banks, alternative cultural clubs 
and other socialized and self-managed forms of employ-

-
gister in the record of the Ministry of Labour all over the 
country, half of them in Athens (SOLIDARITY FOR ALL

The social solidarity structures contribute to what 
-

ample, it is obvious that the without middlemen mo-
vement causes loss of customers of the middlemen. 

However, there are also examples of people’s and institutional 
resilience which are harmful for other agents, the environment 

-
nance costs of technological equipment in the domestic, trans-
portation, manufacturing, building and other sectors (Figure 

-
dy led or may lead in the future to heightened social, human,
ecological, physical vulnerability and exposure to 

SAPOUNTZ-
AKI and CHALKIAS -
dualized resilience in the cities of the crisis have been possible 

already in place or at least the possibility to build such struc-
tures;

prevail;

high levels of education;

and decision-making institutions.
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SAPOUNTZAK

Regardless of the agent developing resilience strategies it has 

-
on of risks and adversities, good resilience refers to cases with 

mitigating effect on vulnerability. On the contrary, “bad resili-

exposure and vulnerability increase. Bad resilience may pull 

and environmental regulations, safety and maintenance stan-
dards. As a result, bad resilience may activate or reactivate old 
and new social and other risks. Sometimes, the losses out of 

morbidity, loss of housing shelter, loss of safety at home or at 
work, loss of access to safe food, extreme material deprivation, 
loss of accessibility to education, medical care, old age care 

from the fundamental human rights and the basic needs (as 

point of view, resilience obtains a clear normative content as 
-

tice when the latter is considered as equity versus risks and 
adversities. Indeed, the societies of contemporary crises va-
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lidate BECK’S -
sis that today the world is concerned more about the alloca-
tion of risks and adversities than of wealth and opportunities.     

Under socio-economic crisis conditions like those faced in 
Greece, resilience in the cities functions as a process of re-
allocation and redistribution of vulnerability (social, economic, 

-

distribution of risks and adversities. Resilience might be both 
welcome and unwelcome from the moral and normative point 
of view. Consequently, if planning is to be involved with resili-

SAPOUNTZAK

Discussion
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and restrict or control hazardous or unwelcome resilience.   

the procedural and substantial element of planning since the late 
-

“one 
that has developed capacities to help absorb future shocks and 
stresses to its social, economic and technical systems and inf-
rastructure so as to still be able to maintain essentially the same 
functions, structures, systems and identity” (RESILIENTCITY.ORG

a. …that the various social, institutional, economic and other 

to counteract stresses and adversities; all of them have equal 
accessibility to and draw on a common pool of resilience assets.

b. …that there is a consensual and undivided resilience-

urban actors equally. 
c. … that even in case of private or collective actors in the

city deciding on and following separate adaptation paths, the 
latter will not impact on other actors’ and the wider urban 
system’s vulnerability and resilience.

   

- Except of urban community resilience other more indivi-
dualized forms have been addressed. In dealing with paths 
of resilience one should respond to the query “resilience of 

CARPENTER

-
dition which among others facilitates transfer of responsibility 
for risks from the public sphere to the private. The compo-
nent agents of the urban system are capable of charting au-

-
des they may be encouraged or have the stimuli to do so.

- It is not only that numerous adaptation paths are followed 
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by a crowd of resilient agents in the city but also that inter-
actions among them occur on a continuous basis (VALE and 
CAMPANELLA 2005; SAKDAPOLRAK

each of these agents appeals to common pools of both priva-
te and collective resources at all possible scales of time and 
space. Consequently, individualized resilience may lead to 
deprivation of others or the whole urban community of the ne-
cessary resources and hence the opportunity for resilience. 
Individualized resilience paths are an inevitable reality as well 
as the possibility of undermining or cancelling one another.

In this sense a city is resilient and vulnerable at the same time 
while these two properties constantly interact and change. No 
one can ever characterize a city as totally resilient or totally 

and the respective vision may well become a utopia. Therefore, 
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The paper discusses the case the reconstruction of Kalamata city, Greece, after the 
-

se, recovery and reconstruction. In doing so, it revisits the concept of resilience as an 
analytical and policy tool. 

-
ruction. The political and economic context in the country at the time was favourable 
to innovative strategies. At a local level, strong leadership at the Municipality played 
an important role together with the availability of external expertise and consultancy. 
Furthermore, the fact that a new and comprehensive general urban plan was in place 
a few months before made possible the key decision to set it as a guide towards re-
construction.

them leadership, self-organization, innovation, knowledge and learning capacity, net-
working and trust, interaction between different spatial and time scales. However, if 
those signify at large a resilient city against disasters remains questionable. 

4.Aspects of resilience in the 
reconstruction of Kalamata 

(Greece) after the earthquake 
disaster of 1986

Miranda Dandoulaki
 PhD, National Centre of 

Public Administration and 
Local Government
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Resilience has earned a predominant place in a range of 
-

gy and economics and is seen even as a buzzword (DAVOU-
DI

also in disaster risk reduction and climate change adaptation. 
 Scholars identify a range of essential qualities in 
resilience, among them robustness, redundancy, diversity, 

few. For example, FOLKE -
silience pinpoints adaptive capacity, transformability, learning, 
innovation. GODCHALK

to planning points towards diversity, redundancy, resistance, 
-

CHUVARAJAN

by SAPOUNTZAKI and DANDOULAKI -
lity at a local level identify diversity, redundancy, self-organi-
zation, memory, networking, innovation, interaction between 

close, 100 Resilient Cities -

and integration as the seven main qualities of resilient cities.

raised from a theoretical construction to a vision and even be-
came a regulatory tool. Together, the resilience of city in respect 
to disasters is studied (VALE and CAMPANELA

-
ties adopted by Hyogo Action Framework 2005-2015, UNISDR 

In spite of its prevalence in current discourses, the concept 
of resilience still lacks precision and clarity and remains elu-
sive (SAPOUNTZAKI AND DANDOULAKI

voices argue that resilience as a policy instrument promotes 
neoliberal positions and shifts responsibility for risk reduction 
and management from the state to individuals and the soci-
ety ( O’ MALLEY SAPOUNTZAKI 

-
ment system of the vulnerability“; each body is developing its-
elf adaptability to reduce its own vulnerability and in doing so 
affects intentionally or unwittingly the vulnerability of others. 

Introduction 

Introduction
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GAILLARD and JIGYASU -
ches for measuring resilience to natural and other hazards 
raise the question whether “contemporary frantic quest 
for enhancing measurements of resilience may … cons-
titute neither more nor less than the perpetuation of the do-

 Given the wide range of approaches to resili-
-

lience in vulnerability and risk is a challenge and requi-
res deciphering the process of social adaptation. To this 
end, SAPOUNTZAKI and DANDOULAKI -

ment is made,

-
tems.

In this Chapter we discuss the reconstruction of Kalamata 

to identify elements of urban resilience during the response, 
recovery and reconstruction phases.  In doing so, we revi-
sit the concept of resilience as an analytical and policy tool. 

Essential One: Organise for Disaster Resilience 
Essential Two: Identify, Understand and Use Current and Future Risk Scenarios 
Essential Three: Strengthen Financial Capacity for Resilience 
Essential Four: Pursue Resilient Urban Development and Design 
Essential Five: Safeguard Natural Buffers to Enhance Ecosystems’ Protective Functions 
Essential Six: Strengthen Institutional Capacity for Resilience 
Essential Seven: Understand and Strengthen Societal Capacity for Resilience 
Essential Eight: Increase Infrastructure Resilience 
Essential Nine: Ensure Effective Disaster Response 
Essential Ten: Expedite Recovery and Build Back Better

Miranda Dandoulaki
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The case of Kalamata was selected because it is considered 
-

enced disaster management policies and practices in Greece in 
the following decades.

The context and the city before the earthquake
Kalamata is a provincial urban centre in the southern coast-

-
fecture. According to the last population census before the 
disaster, the population was about 42.000 inhabitants. The 
city obtained all the typical characteristics of the Greek mode 

-
pansion of towns and extensive illegal housing construction 
(SAPOUNZAKI and DANDOULAKI

were high. The infrastructure (sewage system, water system, 

mainly on services, agriculture and agro-industry.  The city 
suffered from economic stagnation, in spite of its rich tourist 
resources and the fact that agriculture and agro-industry was 
a driving force of local development even before the WW2. 

and social facilities for the city were foreseen in the Regio-
. 

Response to 
Kalamata 

earthquake 
disaster of 

1986
 

Introduction
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In the mid-80s, the Municipality of Kalamata had a strong lea-
dership with a clear a vision for the city encompassing social 
and cultural development and public participation. Moreover, 
the Municipality was engaged in many activities and had ac-

-
cative that the Municipality of Kalamata was staffed with about 
235 people, the Municipal Enterprise of Water and Sewage 
of Kalamata with about 120 people and the Municipal Cultu-
ral Enterprise of Kalamata with 65 people (OASP
 About 5 months before the disaster, the General City 

Gazette ending decades of planning efforts. The General 
Plan proposed a change of the structure of the city, allowed 
for a generous expansion of the city and was comprehen-
sive in considering spatial, social and economic aspects. 
 At a national level, the earthquake disaster occurred 
when earthquake protection was recognised as a priority for the 
country (DANDOULAKI

Organisation (OASP
Transitional Earthquake Emergency Plan „Xenocrates - Earth-

-
crete buildings. A proven institutional framework for the rehabili-
tation of earthquake-damaged buildings and infrastructure was 

Earthquake consequences and emergency response

time an earthquake of surface wave magnitude 6.0R hit 
Kalamata city. The earthquake was felt at great distan-

city of Kalamata and surrounding areas. The strongest af-

OASP -
le were rescued from the ruins.  Many roads were blocked 
from debris and power was cut due to damages to power li-
nes. The earthquake occurred on a hot afternoon in Sep-
tember when most people were outdoors and an estima-
ted number of 15,000 people were on the harbour for the 

-

Miranda Dandoulaki
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cing the number of victims (IOANNIDES and DIKEOULAKOS

 The spontaneous reaction of the population was to 
evacuate the buildings and escape to open air as fast as pos-
sible. Thousands of people used their cars to escape from the 

quite quickly and many residents returned to the city. This chan-
ged after the aftershock on September 15th when the uproar of 
the earthquake and the dust from collapsing buildings trigge-
red severe panic the mass escape of population from the city. 

-
tegories without any damage or with light damage, while 
approximately 22% were considered as damaged beyond 
repair and 21% seriously damaged (IOANNIDES and DIKEOULA-
KOS

 Regarding school buildings, about 70% of them were 
seriously damaged or damaged beyond repair. 

Overall, half of public buildings were damaged. Masonry buil-
dings, among them traditional and historic buildings and monu-
ments were devastated. Out of the 200 buildings considered 
eligible to acquire a preservation status, according to a study 
of the Municipality of Kalamata, only 100 survived. The spa-

of the city 60-70% of the building suffered serious damage 

 The direct economic impact in the earthquake-
stricken area was high. More than 70% of buildings in the 
centre of the city, where businesses was concentrated, 
were damaged. The tourist infrastructure was severely hit 

damaged beyond repair.  
-

agencies were involved along with national services and inter-
national rescue and aid teams. The Municipality was activated 
immediately after the earthquake although it had no instituti-
onal role in emergency management. The Mayor, municipal 
councillors and employees of the Municipality gathered at the 

priorities were the psychological encouragement of the popu-
OASP

 In the chaotic early post-earthquake situati-

Response to Kalamata earthquake disaster of 1986
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on, many pressing and urgent needs arose while the pri-
-

on and lack of coordination between the various players.

seriously damaged, so their services had to operate outdoors.  
Gradually, all services were relocated in emergency shelter. On 
order of the Head of the Prefecture, the Coordinating Prefectu-
ral Board convened. 
 The Municipal Coordination Committee convened and 
decided to set up Committees to support the activities of the 
Municipality (OASP
the scope of the role of the Municipality in the harsh post- disas-
ter conditions.

-
-

OASP

The activities of the Municipality were taking place all over the 
disaster area concurrently and urgently. With its fast reaction 
the Municipality conquered from the beginning a leading role in 
disaster management.
In the following, emergency activities relevant to urban resili-
ence are presented in more detail.

Emergency shelter 
The intense seismic activity and the instruction to the popu-
lation not to use the buildings, even those without damage, 
led to huge needs in shelter for virtually all residents (about 

IOANNIDES and DIKEOULAKOS

 About 400 families selected by the Municipali-

a few weeks, while about 1,000 people were sheltered on a 
-

ed to individuals by the Municipality of Kalamata while af-
fected families formed spontaneously small-scale camps. 

Miranda Dandoulaki
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-
nism decided to set up organized camps. Organized camps 
were a challenge both in terms of construction and of manage-
ment. The construction of infrastructure (installation of tents, wa-
ter supply, sanitation, power provision, telephone connections 

care, psychological support, entertainment, food preparation, 
-

vices and agencies in harsh conditions. Each camp had a re-

committees were formed and camp assemblies convened. 
 Initially, the plan was that the tents would stay 
for three months. However, around 5,000 people were 
still living in tents six months after the earthquake (OASP 

-
quake on the initiative of the Prefecture of Messinia.

Emergency demolition of damaged buildings 
The demolition of some 3,000 buildings located all over the 
city was a huge task and an urgent one, because of the im-
minent danger of collapse. Even more, control over demoli-
tions prevented the demolition of damaged historic or under 
preservation status buildings. The task was undertaken by 
the Municipality and began immediately after the earthquake.

Paving the way towards reconstruction  
-

val of the population was the prime concern, the procedu-
res for the establishment of a reconstruction strategy and 
of a medium and long-term reconstruction plan began. 

completed with the cooperation of the Ministry of Environ-
ment, Physical Planning and Public Works, the Municipality 
of Kalamata and a team of urban planners who were volun-
tarily offering consultancy to the Municipality. A week later, 
the Municipality handed over to the National Representative 
at the then EEC a memorandum stating the necessity of a 
program of assistance from the EEC for „immediate“ needs. 
A month later, the Municipality presented the “Program for 

the Ministry of National Economy. By mid- December, EEC 

Response to Kalamata earthquake disaster of 1986
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decided for initial funding of immediate post-disaster actions. 
-

cil decided to issue the pending decrees for the expansion of 
the city as soon as possible and to urgently review the Plan 
in order to take into account the new post-earthquake situa-
tion and the early results of a micro-zonation study commis-
sioned after the disaster. At the end, this revision brought no 
substantial changes to the initial Plans (DIAMANTOPOULOS

 It should be stressed that this long-term outlook is not 
usual and was facilitated, or even made possible, by the early 
decision to set the new statutory urban plan as the guide towards 
reconstruction. A map of the proposed location of emergency 
camps completed a week after the earthquake, demonstrates 
that the Urban Plan of Kalamata was already used as a basis.
 Maintaining a long-term viewpoint towards re-
construction in the mist of the crisis and resisting “rush 

brought friction between the Municipality and the cen-
tral administration and protests from the local population.

The emergency phase lasted for about 40 days. Gradually life in 
the city began to take its normal course. The population started 
to use to the non- damaged building. Stores that had not suf-
fered serious damage went back to business. Provision of free 
meals stopped. The roads were cleared from the ruins. City star-
ted to function more normally again, although mostly in emer-
gency or temporary shelters. Industries and many crafts had 
resumed operation. After a long emergency period, the rehabi-
litation began and the main challenges ahead were the restora-
tion of the housing and the revival of economic and social life.

In respect to rehabilitation of damaged buildings, the following 

quality, at least to pre-earthquake levels

buildings in order to repair or reconstruct their dwelling and to 
introduce measures for increasing seismic safety of buildings

self-housing

Towards 
reconstruction 
in three stages 

Miranda Dandoulaki
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Going beyond rehabilitation, the comprehensive reconstruction 
strategy that was developed was structured around the fol-
lowing complementary goals.

Implementation of the General Urban Plan of Kalamata and 
advancing urban planning: revision and implementation of the 
General City Plan, formalisation and implementation of plans 
for the expansion of the city

Housing rehabilitation: repair of damaged buildings (private and 

measures to stimulate building activity and social housing pro-
grams, adoption of codes, rules and recommendations to in-
crease seismic safety of new or repaired buildings and public 
works. 

Preservation of the city‘s morphology: rehabilitation of monu-
ments and historic buildings, preservation of the morphology 

-
torical centre of the city, protecting the morphology of the area 
around the Castle

Stimulation of the economy and social welfare of the region: a 

to professionals and businesses in the area, additional measu-
res have been taken to strengthen the local market. 

To implement this visionary reconstruction, however, it was ne-
cessary to gain time and release pressures to build back as 
soon as possible. To this end, soon after the disaster it was 
decided to launch a scheme of temporary shelter in trans-
portable or prefabricated dwellings (DANDOULAKI -
ty two housing settlements with around 3.000 transportab-

well as 4 commercial centres with 280 temporary units and 
10 schools with 200 temporary classrooms. Most tempora-
ry settlements were located in areas of the city where urban 
expansion was planned so that new infrastructure could be 
of use of the city after the settlements would be dismantled.

Towards reconstruction in three stages
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The reconstruction of Kalamata marked a turning point in earth-
quake policy of the country and became a reference case (IO-
ANNIDES and DIKEOULAKOS

seismic disaster is not only or even mainly about buildings but 
may generate economic and social development; therefore, it is 
not exclusively an engineering issue and requires a multidisci-
plinary approach and, also, a long term outlook towards the fu-
ture of the city even in the midst of the harsh emergency period. 

(DANDOULAKI -
mentation of the Urban Plans and the construction of the urban 
infrastructure and facilities that the Plan had foreseen. For in-
stance, a park in the city centre took shape, the East and the 
West centres in the expansion areas of the city were developed 
and the transport network was improved. New economic, soci-
al, cultural and environmental infrastructure such as a marina, 
a courthouse, a market, an industrial park for SMEs, a waste 

city‘s morphology was maintained through the protection of the 
identity of the area around the Castle and of the city centre 
and the restoration and reuse of historic and listed buildings.

M. DANDOULAKI

Viewing the 
reconstruction 
of Kalamata a 
posteriori 

Miranda Dandoulaki
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Moreover, seismic safety of buildings was upgraded 

 Even so, Kalamata’s reconstruction had its weaknes-
ses and failures (DANDOULAKI -
ned for 10 years, far more than the two years originally planned. 
In spite of the urban plan and the generous extensions of the 

-
mercial centres created at the Eastern and Western Centre of 
the city extensions were not successful and gradually declined. 
The ring road that was considered as an essential element of 
the new structure of the city was not completed before 2016. 

-

M. DANDOULAKI

Still, the reconstruction of Kalamata is a reference case and a 
good practice. As an indication, the city has been awarded a 
price by the EU for its reconstruction.
The successful reconstruction was an outcome of a whole set of 
factors. First, when the Kalamata disaster occurred seismic pro-

Viewing the reconstruction of Kalamata a posteriori
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tection had already become a national priority. The establishment 
of Earthquake Planning and Protection Organisation (OASP

-
monstrated the emergence of seismic protection as a central is-
sue in the national policy agenda. The newly established OASP 
had a multidisciplinary orientation and advanced seismic protec-
tion in Greece taking into account the international trends in this 

However, there was no institutional role for Municipalities in di-
saster management at the time and emergency management 
was entirely in the responsibility of Ministries and Prefectures. 
 Moreover, locally there was a strong leadership 
in the Municipality of Kalamata and the Mayor had built net-

-
man resources and means and was actively engaged 

 The fact that the new General Urban Plan was published 
in the Government Gazette a few months before the earthquake 

-
hensively combined spatial, social and developmental goals. 

-
veloping the urban plans for the city had begun its cooperation 

voluntarily offered its assistance and consultancy. The impor-

the crisis proved to be essential in maintaining the long run view 
and the spatial outlook even in the mist of urgency and pressure. 
 
The disaster was huge and struck mainly the city of Kalama-
ta. The Municipality of Kalamata played a leading role in ma-
naging the disaster over and above its institutional role. The 
Municipality was even able to guide the rehabilitation and 
reconstruction of the city, setting the base for this in decis-
ions taken during the pressing and demanding emergency 
phase. Having built networks, trust and knowhow before the 
earthquake, the Municipality with the support of the central 

-
ces required for implementing a visionary reconstruction.   
 However, the reconstruction of Kalamata constitu-
tes an exceptional best case in Greece. The window of op-

Miranda Dandoulaki
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portunity arising from the disaster and the devastation for a 
short time was used at a local level in order to advance ur-
ban development and sustainability. Although, many efforts of 
Greece cities to recover from following disasters have been 

such comprehensive successful reconstruction. Then again, 
the earthquake disaster of Kalamata constitutes a turning 

the management of subsequent disasters. It was an opportu-
nity to test and introduce new procedures, tools and mecha-
nisms for dealing with disasters, to create knowhow and left 
a positive point of reference. Overall, it enhanced the instituti-
onal capacity of the country to deal with disasters and crises.

Reading the case of the reconstruction of Kalamata city after 

a trying exercise. A successful reconstruction in terms of redu-
cing earthquake risk and enhancing urban, social and economic 

hand, the destruction and severe damages that the city suffered 
show low resilience. Therefore, setting a timeframe in assessing 
resilience seems important for the outcome of the assessment. 
Even so, it is practically impossible to distinct developmental 
resilience from disaster resilience 30 years after the disaster.
 When examining the immediate and meso-phases, 
what constitutes an aspect of resilience is the exceptional role of 
the Municipality that overcame institutional barriers and gained 
a leading role in the critical post-disaster period. Accommodati-
on of the Municipality within the emergency response and reco-
very system, no matter the occasional frictions with the central 

and transformability of the formal institutional system. This was 
facilitated by the previous networking and trust built between the 
Mayor and Ministers within the political circumstances at the time. 
 In dealing with the disaster, self-organization, innova-
tion, knowledge and learning capacity were evident throughout 
the period from emergency response to reconstruction. New 
schemes were created in order to deal with the situation; a 
temporary shelter scheme, a scheme for the organization of 
emergency camps, a scheme for the demolition of buildings 

Discussing 
resilience in 
the case of 

Kalamata 
disaster

 

Viewing the reconstruction of Kalamata a posteriori
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founding. The role of the Municipality from emergency res-
ponse throughout reconstruction was itself an outcome of in-
novation and self-organisation, as there was no institutional 
outline of its responsibilities and tasks in disaster management.  
 Strong interaction between different spatial and time 
scales was present and noticeable. A long-term outlook was 

-

emergency phase. Ability to collaborate was demonstrated 
as national, regional and local level entities worked together 
in dealing with the situation. Moreover, the informal yet close 

that had elaborated the urban plan of the city, proved highly 
-

term outlook towards a comprehensive reconstruction.
 Moreover, the economic and political context in the 
country was accommodating for a visionary reconstruction. 

forward thinking and seeking comprehensive solutions did not 
seem outlandish. Nonetheless, the new approach to recons-
truction was not automatically and effortlessly introduced.
 Examining the broad picture, what is noticeable is how 
good practices from Kalamata were defused into earthquake po-
licies and practices and effect earthquake protection in Greece 
up to nowadays (DANDOULAKI

in the institutional framework and emergency plans and know-
how on a number of issues (USAR, emergency propping and 
removal of dangerous elements, usability and damage inspec-

IOANNIDES and DIKEOULAKOS

Learning capacity, memory and knowledge proved to be key 
elements for upgrading the country’s resilience to earthquakes. 
 This Chapter attempted to identify aspects of resilience 

to the concept of resilience remains questionable, so does the 
selection of the suitable qualities of resilience when examining a 

did not manage to provide answers to the key question if resili-

preparedness. In other words, it sidestepped the core question 
“Can we afford to treat resilience as more than a last resort in 

Miranda Dandoulaki
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Discussing resilience in the case of Kalamata disaster
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5.Tackling Climate Change 
and Urban Resilience in the 

City of Athens

The City of Athens, a venerable yet intricate city of near 700.000 residents, part of 
a 3.75 million people urban area, is for several years now facing severe challenges. 

-
sing temperatures and recurring heat waves, resulting from climate change. Through 
concerted efforts, the city has managed to survive, to adapt and to transform into a 
more creative and collaborative city. The struggle is by no means over. From 2016 to 
2017, during a period of 14 months, calling on the insights and expertise of hundreds 
of stakeholders, the city drafted its Resilience Strategy. This is a set of practicable 

-
formal networks and alliances. Athens Resilience Strategy offers a set of new integra-
ted ways to prepare and protect our most vulnerable from future shocks and stresses 
that the city is facing and will face. The Resilience Strategy, voted by the Athens City 
Council in June 2017, includes city’s Adaptation and Mitigation Climate Action Plans. 
By consolidating power and expertise, by forming strong and diverse synergies and 
by opening itself to international networks and fora, Athens has managed to create an 
integrated framework of actions that make our City more resilient to social, economic 

Anthi Christou
Resilient Athens’ Communications 

Manager

Eleni Myrivili

City of Athens Council-Member, 
Assistant Professor,
University of the Aegean, Lesvos, 
Greece
            https://doi.org/10.15488/5564
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challenges of the 21st century. Hyper-connected economies 
are radically changing patterns in world markets and employ-
ment; the effects of climate change are increasingly apparent; 
social, ethnic and health inequalities are deepening; resources 
are becoming scarcer while consumption is growing; authori-

Urban communities and economies, now more than ever, as 
the world population is increasingly living in cities, will have 
to develop tools and skills to help them survive, adapt and 
thrive in the face of multiple and unpredictable disruptions .
 

-
cent past, that exposed the weaknesses of the city and the 
long-term stresses underlying them. The socioeconomic cri-
sis laid bare the failings and limitations within the city. It also 
revealed the city’s essential strengths, hidden resources 

and proactively put in place resourceful, robust and inclu-

shortcomings but also transform the city and make it strong 
and successful for a future that will bring new challenges?
 
The declining income, growing personal debt, and high real es-
tate taxes, coupled with austerity measures that drove cuts in 
social services, hit our most vulnerable populations the hardest. 
Unprecedented levels of unemployment, poverty and homel-
essness grew in our city, exposing our lack of preparedness, 
together with the pressing need to have systems in place able 
to provide for the basic needs of the most exposed. The City of 

and the private sector we built and are still building a robust sys-
tem for critical relief and social services as well as a rationalized 
system of data collection and logistics. Moving forward, such 
partnerships, no less than such data collection and development 
systems, are being scaled up and replicated horizontally in city 
government, aiming towards an open and vibrant city where 
data-based decision making, transparency and accountability.

Athens’ 
resilience 

framework

1

Athens’ resilience framework
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In order to further address challenges that undermine both 
the physical environment as well as the citizens’ quality of 
life, the City of Athens also turned to partnerships and colla-
borations with international city networks, such as 100 Resili-
ent Cities and C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group, conso-
lidating methods and resources, developing capacities and 
knowledge.  As a result, in June 2017 the City of Athens Of-

comprehensive and integrated action plan, under the title 
2, 

which is also aligned with the city’s operational and strate-
gic plans. Through its Resilience Strategy for 2030 the city 
has already been able to attract international investments. 

All collaborations enhanced the city’s diversity; they 
thus build the city’s resilience reducing its disas-
ter risk. How does collaboration enhance diversity?

It brings a variety of players together to work on problem 
solving and change. Working collectively they bring variation 

streams, while civil society can mobilize communities quickly 
with grassroots knowledge. From collaboration, a wider 
range of options and ideas may emerge for responding to 
stresses and disruptions, including options that work at lo-
cal level, closer to impacts, that may be alternatives to or 
coordinated with actions at higher scales (SMITH

But lets start from the beginning. Three years ago, in 2014, 
through a competitive process, the City of Athens was se-

intense and participatory process in order to draft and imple-
ment a holistic, robust and realistic strategy that supports and 
enhances the resilience of the city for the upcoming decades. 
The Rockefeller Foundation created the 100RC initiative in 
response to growing challenges that cities around the world 

Partnerships 
for resilience 
and adaptati-
on to climate 
change

2 -

Eleni Myrivili and Anthi Christou
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-
ty of individuals, institutions, businesses and systems within a 
city to adapt, survive and thrive no matter what kind of chro-

-
ching cities in a systemic way and by focusing on both shocks 
and stresses, the resilience approach can prepare our urban 
centers for a wide range of challenges both known and unk-
nown, as well as become better in both good times and bad.
 Meanwhile, also in 2014, the City of Athens (an active 

C40 a technical on-the-ground support to help the city deve-
lop a Climate Action Plan for reducing greenhouse gas emissi-

concerned the development of a GPC-compliant greenhouse 
gas inventory. This inventory, apart from setting a baseline for 
Athens, permits the monitoring of activities planned or alrea-
dy under implementation and the evaluation of their outcomes, 
while allowing for corrective actions, when necessary. At the 
same time, equal importance has been given to adaptation; 
the climate adaptation action plan is used for increasing the 
city’s resilience to climate risks, improving the quality of life 
and ensuring a sustainable future for the next generations.

combined and consolidated the methods, guidance and resour-
-

rating its Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation Action plan 
within a robust, horizontal and forward-looking Resilience Stra-
tegy that addresses all city systems in ways that confer multiple 

process involved engaging effectively a wide range of stakehol-
ders from the public and private to the third sector and the aca-
demic community. The whole process began from the bottom up.
 
Participation is at the core of the resilience. The Resilience 
Strategy for Athens 2030 was created in collaboration with 

-
-

riety of citizens and community groups. Over a period of 18 
-

cipated in many workshops, conferences or public events. 

Partnerships for resilience and adaptation to climate change
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Athens initiated and co-hosted international meetings with 
fellow cities; international and local experts worked together 
trying to get a better grasp of the challenges the city faces. 

Within the context of the 100 Resilient Cities methodology, each 
-

and stresses. After several months of interviewing and enga-
ging people from different Athenian communities, including aca-
demic and administrative experts on natural and man-made ha-
zards, it became clear that the climate change related increase 
of heat is one of the most important acute shocks the city is and 
will be facing.3 -
cant Urban Heat Island effects, exacerbated by heat waves and 

quality. These events affect every Athenian on multiple levels 
including their health, economic wellbeing and quality of life. As 
the city’s climate changes, such phenomena will become more 
frequent and intense. The implementation of climate change mi-
tigation and adaptation policies should and can produce high re-
silience dividends4 for a wide range of Athenians, from entrepre-
neurs to marginalized populations dealing with energy poverty. 

 According to the 2011 seminal study (ZEREFOS

out by the Climate Change Impact Assessment Study Committee 
for the Bank of Greece, „Athens has undergone particularly acu-
te climatic changes over the past decades, due to the combined 

island’ effect; 

5 

Athens and 
Climate 
Change

3 -

4

where Things Go Wrong, catastrophe is not always preventable, but the degree of destruction 
and devastation can be mitigated, and cities are increasingly recognizing the need to invest 
in foresight and innovation no less than in diverse and redundant systems that will allow them 

residents.

Eleni Myrivili and Anthi Christou
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The same study asserts that the average annual temperature 

models show that for the Athens area an average peak summer 

ZEREFOS

KARTALIS

the middle of the 21rst century the temperature is expected to 
rise by 2.5 degrees Celsius on average in relation to the period 

-
se may reach up to 3.8 degrees, with dramatic consequences 
for the urban areas. Heat wave days (with temperatures above 

by 2050. By the end of the century, „tropic days“ (more than 35 
degrees Celsius during the day and more than 20 degrees Cel-

-
nually in most areas of the country (KARTALIS

 The primary effects of the above on a city like Athens 

for cooling, increase of energy prices, and serious impact on pu-
blic health6. The impact will be severe in the tourism sector, also 
increasing the vulnerability of archaeological sites, forests and 
peri-urban agriculture. Extreme weather events will be much 

-
terial damage will be mounting (KARTALIS

All climate change scenarios indicate that extreme heat 
events are expected to typify the city’s future. Since 2010 
we have already observed a sharp increase in the length 

5 See  section I.14 Climatic Trends in the Athens Region, pp 50-58 

6 During hot summer days, the temperature in the center of Athens is usually 6-10 degrees Cel-
sius higher than the temperature in the northern suburbs – the Urban Heat Island phenomenon 

cooling in the center of Athens during the summer months is already double the corresponding 
cost in its most remote suburbs. And it is expected to increase rapidly affecting predominately 
the most economically vulnerable neighborhoods of the center of Athens ((Santamouris M and 

Athens and Climate Change
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and level of high temperatures, the frequency and inten-
-

of our built urban fabric, as well as the lack of green open 
spaces, are supporting and exacerbating the problem. 

The risk of extreme events, undermine many of the assump-
tions we’ve used to plan and develop our city. There is insuf-

disregard local climate conditions. In addition, the lack of up-
dated legislation on energy and environmental protection for 
buildings and other urban infrastructure, have contributed 
to an increase in the urban heat island effect, the social and 
economic decline and desolation of the city center, the socio-
economic squeeze of the lower income brackets, as well as 
pushing 24% of the population into energy poverty (VATAVALI and 
CHATZIKONSTANTINOU 2016; SANTAMOURIS

-
mate Change Adaptation Action Plan outline concrete steps for 
improving the urban quality of life in the face of increasing tem-

the Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate and Energy, sets the 
target for cutting GHG emissions by 40% until 2030, which is 
translated into approx. 2,000,000 t of CO2eq. The main activities 
concern the energy upgrade of the city’s very old building stock, 
public lighting and promotion of sustainable mobility options. 

Climate Change Adaptation is fundamental to our city’s re-
silience. The use of green and blue infrastructures in the 
city and the adoption of nature-based solutions for coo-
ling the city are crucial measures, with multiple co-be-

 Addressing climate change requires an “unpreceden-
ted level of cooperation, not only between countries, but also 

(DE BOER

core administration is considered of high importance during 

Why a Resili-
ence Strategy

Eleni Myrivili and Anthi Christou
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the process of drafting and implementing the plans. Almost 
all municipal departments and agencies participated in mee-
tings and discussions as well as workshops and conferences 
and provided key input regarding the everyday management 
of the city and the current legislative and regulatory frame-

with relevant expertise and authorities participate in inter-
nal monitoring teams which overseeing the implementation 
of the Athens Climate Action Plan and Resilience Strategy. 

By including and activating municipal directorates and emplo-

towards the integration of resilient goals and performance indi-
cators to the Municipality’s annual technical plans and budgets. 
Thus, the City can effectively address climate change as well as 
other resilient challenges in a horizontal and sustainable way.

The Athens Resilience Strategy aims towards a city that is open, 
green, proactive and vibrant, setting forth concrete actions that 

-
bility, crisis preparedness and management. It presents a series 
of distinct yet connected actions with a clear vision of how the city 
can best cope with the increasing interdependence of shocks 
and stresses. This can be reached though eco social policies 
that elevate the role of local government and give it its rightful 
place as an important player in economic development, social 
welfare, environmental adaptation and technological innovation. 

If we take into consideration the plethora of research evidence 

-
tion is for most political leaders in Greece.  In such an adverse 

-
lity in Athens has prioritized crucial actions from its Resilience 
Strategy addressing this challenge that can be implemented 
within the year. Those actions include the measures for awa-
reness raising and the protection of the most vulnerable po-
pulations, the creation of a master plan for the resilient ma-

waste and circular economy, as well as the establishment of 

Athens Resili-
ence Strategy 
Implementa-
tion: the First 

Year
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renewable energy production in roofs of our public buildings. 

-
SURE, the National Observatory in partnership with the Athens 
Municipality developed and launched a mobile phone appli-
cation with personalized information regarding real time heat 
related health risks for Athenian residents, including a map 
with cool spots for their protection during heat waves. Athens 
is developing an integrated communication, awareness rai-
sing and capacity building campaign targeted directly to vul-
nerable populations as well as the city administration staff. 

Moreover, together with the Deputy Mayor for Children the 
-

gram funded by the German government to Inform, educate 
and raise awareness in school communities regarding ener-

-
ture of energy consumption initially in 80 participating schools 
and raise awareness regarding climate change issues.

Finally, already established successful municipal initiatives 
such as the synAthina network of civil society initiatives and 
Schools Open to Society and the Neighborhood are part of 
our resilience building in Athens as they are supporting ci-
tizens’ participation and engagement in several municipal 

Adaptation to climate change and urban resilience in Athens 
are now addressed through horizontal, multi-stakeholder and 

-

data, new procedures, new ways of thinking with the active 
participation of our urban communities and our municipal staff, 
who’ve proved to be effective and resilient during times of cri-
sis.  Slowly but steadily the culture regarding data-driven, for-
ward looking, resilient policies is changing in the City of Athens. 

Adaptation to climate change and urban resilience in Athens are 
now addressed through horizontal, multi-stakeholder and dyna-

Eleni Myrivili and Anthi Christou
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Introduction
Coping with heat islands in the dense urban area 

of Athens, Greece – Five concepts and 
integrated needs of action

Lena Greinke (Researcher), Meike Levin-Keitel (Lecturer) 
Frank Othengrafen (Professor)

Institute of Environmental Planning
Leibniz Universität Hannover

Global climate change creates new challenges for urban and regional development 
all over the world. Adapting to a changing climate requires dealing with multip-
le uncertainties and complexity in order to allow proactive action. Therefore, cities 

-

build capacity to accommodate future change – the resilient city as planning goal.

Greece. The topic „Resilience to Environmental Challenges in European Cities“ 
focuses on extreme weather events in the urban area of Athens, especially urban 
heat islands and their consequences for humans, the built environment as well as 
all kinds of infrastructures and services within the city. The germinal question to 
be discussed during the Summer School is how to handle climate change induced 
extreme events as planners or architects to aim a resilient, liveable city even for 
future generations. The task to come to an integrated perspective on the pheno-
menon of urban heat islands in several neighbourhoods of Athens was realized by 

-
veloped should not only include aspects about the built environment (like density 

-
cesses and awareness-rising on the local level, about dealing with uncertainty and 

https://doi.org/10.15488/5565
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during summertime and will even get more problematic with the 
ongoing climate change (see FOUNDA -

neighbourhood, to develop a concept how to tackle this challen-
ge and to describe in detail what this could look like, how the pro-
cess of implementation can be organized or which stakeholders 
can be integrated in their concept. The outputs are three pos-
ters from each group, including analyses, concepts and detailed 
plans encountering the above mentioned challenges. These 
are presented and discussed at the end of the summer school 
in the auditorium of the participants and keynote speakers.
 The neighbourhood the students work with verge on 

-

-
chaeological museum Athens“ next to the National Technical 
University of Athens. One of the largest public parks „Pedion 
tou Areos“ is located in the east of the studied neghbourhood.
 

The scope 
of work for 

the Summer 
School

Five student groups started their analysis of the areas by li-

get to know the neighbourhood on-site. This was part of in 

characterizes the local context (built environment, societal di-
-

ing affected by heat islands? What are the main challenges 
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for you? The second poster should illustrate the main idea of 

consequences? What visions can change the built environment 
as well as planning process designs as part of an actor-centred 
approach? By means of the third poster the students give a 
closer view through one or more details of their case study. 
Some of the concepts focus on a large scale, others worked 
out detailed aspects of their concept either spatially-bounded 
or facing on spatial relations. Furthermore the time horizon 

middle-term effects, others focus a long-term implementation.

It is interesting, that starting from international literature and 
having included the local circumstances all concepts emphasi-
ze on so-to-say green solutions. Greening the neighbourhoods 
plays an important role, especially where the built environment 
seems to be very dense and unrealistic measures like chan-
ging the built environment are not taken into account. Ano-
ther aspect worth to mention is that in most cases the scope 
of action doesn’t end with environmental issues, but instead 

-
spective on the challenges climate change increases on the 

The concept Green Networks Exarchia – Resilience Stra-
tegy 2050 wants to create a greener, safer and more resili-
ent neighbourhood with more leisure areas, more pedestrian 
zones and pittoresque streets while improving the overall air 
quality. For the implementation the concept consists of seven 
steps (1. Information of the public, 2. Emerge self-awareness,

Five concepts 
and some 
integrated 
needs

Lena Greinke, Meike Levin-Keitel, Frank Othengrafen
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-
plementation of incentives to increase multimodality, 5. Imple-
mentation of green corridors, 6. Implementation of pocket parks, 
7. Connection of spaces and corridors by creating the “green net-

-

Transforming heat islands to neat islands focuses on three 
main goals to reduce air temperature and as side-effect to impro-
ve the quality of living in generally. The goals cover economic, so-
cietal and environmental issues. By reducing heat islands, incre-
asing resilience of the study area and in the long run of the whole 

-
velopment’, the concept contains an action and monitoring plan.

On a residential, district and city level with short- and log-
term aims the concept Inclusive Green for Tackling the 
Urban Heat Island Effect in Athens highlights mental and 
physical health, economic, social and environmental bene-

-
forming Atriums as Miniature Parks, implementing Awa-
reness Raising Campaigns, opening public spaces and a 

-
rative approach by including private as well as public spaces 
establishes an overall turn of the district in terms of resilience.

The Vic-
toria Square Neighbourhood tries to create social and 
environmental resilience through neighbourhood networ-
king. The aim is to plant and share food in community Gar-

car sharing. Greender helps to coordinate the network 
and sensitize people in the topic urban sustainability.

Wind of Change consists of short-term actions such as tem-
porary measures and a launch event to empower the resi-
dents to get involved in their neighbourhood‘s development. 
By discovering dedicated persons and informing relevant ac-
tors and groups in events and working groups, ideas will be 

-
ted and monitored. This will lead to a change of mindset.

Five concepts and some integrated needs
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Green Networks Exarchia
Resilience Strategy 2050

Introduction
LIVA -

DA, S ANTAMOURIS and A SSIMAKOPOULOS 2007; MIHALAKAKOU , S ANTAMOURIS , P APANIKOLAOU ,
C ARTALIS and T SANGRASSOULIS

phenomenon and its development for the last decades to impact studies and adapti-
on measures (S ANTAMOURIS

districts accompanied by increased ozone levels (E UROMETEO

urban heat island in the city district of Exarchia in Athens. The “Green Networks Ex-

streets into green corridors. The overall goal is to reduce the problems heat islands 

to determine the problem in general, to identify the problem in the district of Exarchia, 
to assess the goals and to elaborate ways to improve the situation.
 To conduct these tasks, a variety of knowledge and different points of view 
were necessary. This included, on the one hand, the views from different academic 

-
tant role to achieve the results. Environmental planning, for instance, played a huge 
role in identifying the problem and designing the ways of how to green the spaces. 

-

district level, all scales were important to observe. While the likelihood of heat waves 

react to the increase of heat days and UHI must be implemented on the local level. 

Ole Badelt, Philipp Heuer

Institute of Environmental Planning
Leibniz Universität Hannover

Maria Mamali, Aggeliki Kapiota, 
Eleni Ntouni

National Technical University of 
Athens
            https://doi.org/10.15488/5566
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Methods The process of strategy building was accompanied by several 
methodological steps that helped to develop a tailored strategy 
for the city district Exarchia.

where the aim is to get an impression of the research area, 

derives from landscape planning and helps to understand an 
area’s history and prevents from making false presumptions 
that originated somewhere else (HÜLBUSCH -

steps.
-

ring the week was extended by a profound analysis of literature 
and geodata. Especially geodata on topics of local heat islands 

sealed surface were considered.
With this knowledge basis, visions were formulated on how the 
district of Exarchia needs to develop to tackle UHI. The back-
casting method was used to formulate desired future conditions 

Methods

GOOGLE
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end point to the present in order to determine the feasibility 
of that future and what policy measures would be required to 

ROBINSON

Seven steps to 
create a Green Network

Athen’s district Exarchia is located between Panepistimiou 
Road, Alexandras Avenue, Patision Road and Lykavitos Hill. 
Characteristic landmarks are the National Archeological Mu-

-
dents consist mainly of students, immigrants and older people. 
The district is known for its young and alternative character, 
as a centre for protest actions and demonstrations as well as 
for neighbourhood initiatives such as Parking Parko, a former 
sealed parking space that has been turned into an urban gar-

PARKO 2015, www; PARKING PARKO

The District 
Exarchia

WORDPRESS
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Based on the basic principles of heat islands, urban resilience 
and the insights collected during the summer school in Athens, 

the group. In order to develop the idea, different methods were 
used and targets were set. The aim was to form an overall stra-
tegy that should target the problems of the area. This strategy 
was based on three different goals and is designed to be imple-
mented in seven different steps. 

Seven steps 
to create a 

Green 
Network

-

Exarchia looks like, how the area is constructed and how it is 
used. From the side visit and the information of the Greek colle-
agues, it became clear that Exarchia is a dense area with some 
free spaces and a high attractiveness for young people. The 
neighbourhood seemed to be very vital and was full of people 
by day and night. One of the problems of this well-frequented 
neighbourhood is that due to the narrowness of the streets, the 
number of visitors is too high to allow an easy tr

parked cars, which exacerbate the problems of the narrowness. 
Part of the problem is the violation of no-parking zones (see 
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FOUNDA 

spaces. Green spaces are in general recommended to cool 
down an area and are factors to improve the microclimate of 
an area (KLEEREKOPER, VAN ESCH, SALCEDO

to improving the microclimate in that area was set as a second 

The main idea of this “green network“ is to connect the existing 
green spaces in Exarchia by green roads. These roads should 
be pedestrian zones and should provide enough green spaces 
to have a cooling effect on the streets. Furthermore, the hope 
is that the connection of these green roads with the parks can 
help to create aisles for fresh air.

GOOGLE STREET VIEW
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steps were set out. All of these should be implemented to suc-
cessfully transform Excharia in a resilient neighbourhood and to 

-
sonal behaviour and the heat island, especially in regard to their 
mode of transport. This raises the self-awareness of the people. 

be incented to green their streets and roofs on their own, 
for instance in a district-wide competition for the greenest 
streets. Furthermore, the self-awareness raises the ac-
ceptance of the changes that should be done in the district. 

-

to create a system in which fewer streets are needed and 
-

on of a system with fewer crossroads and intersections. 

-
crease multimodality will be implemented. This will help to further 

-
dors. These green corridors can be a mixture of green spaces, 
walkways and biking paths. The mixture depends on the 
size of the street and the wishes of the residents of the area. 

parks will be constructed on empty spaces within the area. The 
green spaces will be implemented on the larger sides, while the 
pocket parks are planned as an alternative for smaller sides.

with the green corridors and by that to create the “green net-

step and neighbouring districts can be connected to it as well.
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-
chia square and National Archaeological Museum of Athens. 
The creation of new parks and the decision on which roads 
will be transformed should be decided in consultation with local 

group (see Figure 

on heat problems, street infrastructure, existing green spaces 
and the structure of the built-up area. In terms of an extensi-

-
cially a connection with the Pedion Areos would be desirable.

Besides the large steps in implementing the network, some 
small-scale measures can be implemented to support the net-
work. These measures include ideas like green rooftops, vertical 
gardens and sunshade sails. In order to react to the fact, that the 

island problem, the network will also include measures in order 
to react to the problems caused by the heat. Therefore the parks 
of the „Green Networks Exarchia“ have an additional function.  
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The parks also function as the hubs of the network and are 
used as meeting places in case of an external stress, such as 

-
rillator, mineral supplements and other medicine. The idea of 
pocket parks is not a new concept and already exists in several 

DAC 
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There are different challenges related to the „Green Networks 
Exarchia“, which will have to be investigated before the pro-

addressed is how the local actors will react to the idea. Es-
pecially since Exarchia is one of the most controversial neigh-
bourhood in Greece. Exarchia has a long history of alternative 
and youth lifestyle and has been discussed in media since the 

VRADIS -
times referred as “the heart of European resistance to capita-

PILIC

Fights between anarchists and the police happen on regular 
basis until today (TAZ -
tial the consultation of the people inside the area needs to be 
considered. This consultation will not be easy or maybe even 
impossible, considering the fact that the driving powers of the 
district seem to be groups of the neighbourhood and not the 
local authorities. The question is if the arguments of a greener, 
safer and more resilient neighbourhood can convince the anar-

the crack between these groups is too dominant. Without the lo-

-
-

-
se for the people due to the austerity measures (DAVIDSON 2015, 

-
ged in June 2017 from Caa3 to Caa2, which indicates a positive 
outlook (JOSIFOV -
tial measures will be tough to negotiate. Therefore, Exarchia 

the circumstances of anarchist groups in the area. The problem 

implemented by the residents of the area and are not relying on 
public spending. Further measures are designed to be imple-
mented step by step and over a longer period. This would allow 

will be quite expensive both in construction and in maintenance.
 One other challenge of the „Green Networks Exar-

Critical 
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chia“ is relying on the idea of networks and deals a lot with 

neighbourhood. In order to make the „Green Networks Exar-
chia“ a success, it needs to consider the neighbouring area 
and even more areas, for instances the area of origin of the 
people who commute to Exarchia. The in and out commuting 

-
tem in order to create a functioning system. These problems 

due to the limited time. Therefore the described and develo-

-
sibility of how a city district can be transformed in order to 
create a greener, safer and more resilient neighbourhood. 

strike a city like Athens. The chosen focus is the problema-
tic of heat islands, one of the most urgent ones in Athens, 
considering its impacts today and the fact that climate 
change will make the problem even worse.   
 The idea of „Green Networks Exarchia“ was desi-
gned to implement resilient measures for the future, by ma-

Networks Exarchia“ would create more leisure areas, more 
pedestrian zones and nicer streets while improving the ove-
rall air quality. The network can improve the health and the 

-
tation onward. These are only the side effects of the over-
all aim of improving the resilience against a possible shock. 
But today this brighter future for the neighbourhood de-
pends on a community that is struggling with other problems. 
 The main factors which will determine the future 
of the area and the future of the „Green Networks Exarchia“ 
are the willingness of the local community and the possibili-

-

Networks Exarchia“ will not only help to decrease the like-
lihood and the impact of heat islands, but furthermore will 

Conclusion
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Transforming Heat Islands
into Neat Islands

Introduction
The resilience of cities has become an important topic to be considered by autho-
rities in planning (MYRIVILI

The case study takes place in the centre of the city of Athens, to which the main em-

a challenge for planning authorities, but most importantly it affects people who live in 
such areas. 

-
hoods, as its occurrence makes those areas barely liveable for people (P APAIOANNOU

surrounding areas have not been improved in ages, have not followed the newest 
and more socially friendly standards, which could reduce heat islands and therefore 

The proposal of transforming the heat islands to neat islands in the central district of 
Athens focuses on the creation of new green and clean places, where people could 

phenomenon of heat islands. 

Institute of Environmental Planning
Leibniz Universität Hannover

https://doi.org/10.15488/5567
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To establish a concept and further possible actions, there is 
a necessity to conduct a detailed analysis of the designated 
area. The designated area to be analysed is located in the 

-
cated districts, such as the researched one, are more expo-
sed to occur as a heat island, because of very densely built, 
crowded and highly populated areas (PAPAIOANNOU 

Analysis

OPEN STREET MAP

It is bordered to the south by the city center of Athens, where 

important place for Athens, because it was a crucial part and the 

ANDRIOPOULOS 

to be a vibrant and crowded place, where people of different 
social background could be seen, such as immigrants, busi-
ness people as well as tourists and locals. Therefore, the place 
seemed to be the so called central part of the analysed area. 

Analysis
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important thoroughfares meet, is always busy and full of 
-

cant impact on the occurrence of heat islands in this place.

To begin with the analysis, the necessity of designation of places 
with different characteristics appeared as the main step to move 
forward, while working on the resiliency against heat islands. 
During the site visit, the authors decided to divide the district 

the before-mentioned zones were based mainly on the existing 

Hot areas Warm areas Moderate areas

on the area

roads are affected

-
re on the area

squares, gardens 
and open spaces 
are affected

the area
-

prehensive change

roads 
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OPEN STREET MAP

The so called hot areas include the above mentioned central 
place of the district – Omonia Square, but this is not the only 
area to be considered as vibrant and crowded. The streets Ago-

-
-

as the above mentioned, are at the highest risk to be affected 
by heat waves. Not only the fact of being crowded and busy is 
taken into consideration, but also a low amount of trees and 
any other kinds of greenery, as well as its high and densely built 

of exhaust fumes, no greenery and low air circulation caused by 
the existing architecture favors the emergence of heat islands.
 Moreover, many parts of the researched areas have 
been introduced as warm places, to which such areas like high-
ly important side streets of the main thoroughfares in the eas-
tern, northern and central parts of the districts are included (see 

-
racteristics that create places friendlier for the inhabitants and 

Analysis
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at the same time reduce the vulnerability to heat waves (see 
-

mation of heat islands. The warm areas are less vulnerable than 
hot areas. However, the authorities have to pay as much atten-
tion to them, so that the situation there does not get worse and 
eventually prevents from a higher risk and vulnerability to heat.  

The least exposed areas are the so-called moderate places, 
which include all side streets in the western parts of the re-

shadow, which is considered as necessary to limit the heat (see 

changes as, in contrary, hot zones and some of the warm zo-
nes, because the pressure on them is much lower. Many aban-
doned and degraded buildings in the western part of the ana-

which notably contributes to the issue of heat islands.  

determining the key characteristics of the district. As city re-

complex term, therefore the key characteristics include various 
aspects, such as the current situation of the district‘s urban 
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Key Characteristics

Urban structure Social milieu Green infrastruc-
ture

structure
-

dings

secondary roads 
(main roads in 

public space.

immigrants

working class

mainly by elderly 
people (a little 
number of child-

-
structure

green elements 
and public transport 
infrastructure

-
ween green spaces

The key characteristics of the district have been divided into 
the three above mentioned aspects that should be taken into 
consideration to create the further concept of a resilient city. 
The urban structure on the analysed area varies a lot from 
each other. Nevertheless, the whole district is densely struc-
tured, especially along the main thoroughfares and Om-

Analysis
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onia Square. Most of the area is built by multi-storey buil-
dings, except of some parts in the western of the district, 
where many buildings are degraded and of lower quality. 
 Another covered aspect is a social milieu, which has 

islands. It is the society, who might need to change their ha-
bits to obtain predicted results. During the site visit, the au-

is an immigrant from a working class. The central and wes-
tern areas were mainly inhabited by elderly people, which 
might need more effort from authorities to change their ha-
bits during the process of introducing proposed actions.
 The third aspect to be considered is the existing 
greenery. The district is quite well equipped with green are-
as. However, there is no link appearing between the exis-
ting ones. Nevertheless, there is a big potential for authori-
ties to create a network of green spaces, which would have 
a positive impact on the perception of the area, as well as it 
could powerfully delimit the occurrence of heat islands. Cur-
rently no green infrastructure, such as green roofs or green 
walls, exists in the district, but the multi-storey building at the 
main roads could be a good base to start such investments. 
 The completed site visit has led to a meticulous ana-
lysis, which helped with understanding the covered area and 
eventually to achieve better results during the further work 
on concept and action plan. The researched area has a lot of 
potentials that are deeply hidden by now, but some actions 
might actually completely change the reality in central Athens. 

A change of urban structures to reduce heat islands can have 
multiple effects. While the main goal is to reduce the air tem-
perature, the quality of living can be generally improved. For 
instance, the implementation of green infrastructure primarily 
has a positive effect on the temperature. Furthermore, it has 

-
neral. Improved microclimatic conditions result in better air 
quality. Trees and other plants create a more liveable envi-
ronment. Therefore, it is more likely for inhabitants to spend 
time outside their buildings. As a result, the new urban envi-
ronment is not only cooler than the old one, but also more at-
tractive to use – a heat island is transformed into a neat island.

Concept
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Planning with a scenario is a successful way to prepare urban 
neighbourhoods for the future (SCHOEMAKER -
gly urban heat islands are predicted in the case of neighbour-

goals to achieve improved living conditions in the case study area. 
These goals cover the three dimensions of economy, society and 
environment to achieve a comprehensive and inclusive concept.

the International Panel on Climate Change surface air warming 

the end of the 21st century (IPCC
is suffering from increased urban heat. As the optimal outdoor 

HOYOIS -
ment is required. Several actions are targeted. Opening the 
built environment towards existing green spaces can improve 

infrastructure’ like green walls and roofs can have a positive 

Rotterdam are already successfully implementing large-scale 
green infrastructure in certain neighbourhoods (MAIRIE DE PARIS 
2017, www; CITY OF ROTTERDAM

executed in cities with different climatic conditions such as Tel 
Aviv, Gothenburg, Bucharest and in several Japanese cities 
provide valid data concerning the effects of green infrastructure.
 In a range of 100 up to 1000 meters, green infrastruc-

SCHMIDT -
pecially trees are very effective (ROSENZWEIG

shows that a single tree is able to replace more than 10 air-con-
ditioning units, which is equivalent to 20-30 kW power saving 
(KRAVCIC

green infrastructure was able to cool down the local air tempe-
UPMANIS

in energy savings up to 40% (YUKIHIRO

the implementation of water springs and fountains is an effec-
tive tool to cool down urban heat islands. Due to the absorbing 
function of water, it functions as a heat buffer. “Water has an 

Water applications, in general, are more effective when they 

KLEEREKOPER, VAN ESCH, SALCEDO 

Concept
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 The second goal is an increasing resilience of the 
study area and in the long run of the whole city of Athens. 
From a governance point of view, the promotion of politi-
cal willingness towards an active participation is necessa-
ry. Green measurements need to be supported. Funds must 
be given. The creation of a green economy must be sup-
ported proactively. Last but not least, the public, as well 
as nongovernmental organisations should be involved.

-
ly development’. It includes green education as well as different 
forms of incentives for environmentally friendly actors in the 
neighbourhood. As pointed out by YUKIHIRO 
heat is related to a higher energy consumption. Therefore, so-
lar panels and alternative modes of transport should be imple-
mented. Several proposals for a new environmentally friendly 
public transport are proposed by the authors of this chapter. 
Main tools can be the introduction of electric cars, the deve-
lopment of the existing public transport network and the imple-
mentation of a comprehensive and connected bicycle network. 
Overall concepts are provided for example by CARLOW EON 
WHA

Monitoring is an important tool to ensure the success of long 

certain steps are executed in time. In the case of the heat island 
strategy, public participation must be ensured from the begin-

-
ter three years. Transforming the built environment takes, even 
more, time and should be totally implemented after 25 years. 
The main goal for 2050 is a district that is totally resilient to ur-
ban heat islands. Impacts of climate change are lowered. Green 
spaces prevent high temperatures in public spaces. In the fol-
lowing subchapter, an example for the implementation is given.
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Concept

As pointed out in the previous subchapter, economical, eco-
logical and social framework conditions have to be mentioned 

-
mation of the built environment is the core action for changing 
heat islands to neat islands. The central area of the district, 
where warm and hot zones meet has been chosen for the 
introduction of the authors‘ action plan. It is an area, where 

-
ted and hardly reachable green space can be observed (see 

parking places can be observed, whereas two of them are lo-

redevelopment of above-mentioned parking lots into a network 

the already existing green space should be upgraded by using 

 A best-practice example is the Baana Foot- and Bike-
path in Helsinki, Finland. Formerly used as a railway line, it is no-

CITY OF HELSINKI 

road level, heat, noise and air pollution are effectively lowered.
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urban green spaces can unlock a lot of potential. Small re-
tail units like kiosks can compensate the loss of income 

-

authority is in charge of the green space maintenance.
 A creation of green infrastructure like corridors of trees 
between green spaces leads to a green network that covers 

the installation of springs is an effective way to prevent heat 
islands and to lower its effects by decreasing temperature.
 The proposed concept includes the upgrade of exis-

well as the connection of all relevant spots with green infra-
structure. All these actions are based on and supported by 
governance actions that were explained in the subchapter 
before. They can lead to a decreasing urban vulnerabili-
ty to heat and eventually reduce the risk of an occurrence 
of heat islands in the area proposed for the action plan.

OPEN STREET 

MAP

OPEN STREET MAP 
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Conclusion

The analysed district of the city of Athens is a vibrant and busy 
place that has many imperfections on different spheres. All, the 
economic, environmental and social situations, lack some stabi-
lization, which would eventually lead to the full resilience of the 
whole area. To achieve it, there is a rapid necessity for actions 
from the authorities side. Nevertheless, it has to be followed by a 
detailed concept, participation and approval of local inhabitants. 
 The researched area has big potentials for changes, 
especially for those that can decrease the vulnerability for heat. 
Many degraded plots could be easily redeveloped into some 
more liveable places, but the ownership might be a tough issue 
to be solved during planning processes. However, as menti-
oned before, offering incentives for owners could potentially ter-

approximately half of the area is strongly exposed to the heat. 
Therefore, without any undertaken actions, the situation in the 
district regarding the heat islands will most likely deepen. The 
solutions proposed by the authors, if brought into reality, could 
diametrically change the perception of the areas and the heat 
that appears every summer in the Greek capital city. To achie-
ve this, some drastic changes, high capital expenditure, and 
the determination of the authorities and citizens are needed.

Conclusion
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Inclusive Green for Tackling
the UHI-Effect in Athens

Introduction
The city of Athens is characterised by urbanisation and migratory waves. In relation to 

amount of extreme events, the city is especially vulnerable to the urban heat island 

microclimate of cities in a strong way (K LEEREKOPER

is challenged by high temperatures within central city districts, because the high rate 
of dense construction is dominating and leaves little space for free and green areas. 
The urban heat island effect represents a serious danger for inhabitant’s health and 
well-being (K LEEREKOPER -

create policies and measures that meet the demand for more green ‘lungs’ in the city. 

-
ped on a small scale. Therefore, a central part of Athens was analysed to create 
a concept with detailed measures to mitigate and adapt to urban heat. With the 
help of further research and observations, the concept of ‘Inclusive Green’ was 
developed based on the conditions and problems in the study area. Different 
measures are proposed in order to deal with the grave situation of urban heat 
with which architects, planners, environmentalists, and civilians are confronted. 

Amel Ben Sidhom, Hanna Jordan

Institute of Environmental Planning
Leibniz Universität Hannover

Eleni Papaevangelou

National Technical University of 
Athens
            https://doi.org/10.15488/5568
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Urban heat islands are globally one of the most documented 
phenomenon of climate change (SANTAMOURIS

can worsen social isolation as well as mental health issues and 
cause people’s death (AUSTRALIAN DEPARTMENT OF INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND TRANSPORT

have the highest potential vulnerability to climate change in Eu-
rope but the lowest capacity to adapt to it (ESPON
2000, 10,000 people have been treated in hospital and at least 
100 have died as a heatwave, which has seen temperatures 

heat victims have been taken to hospital with breathing prob-
lems caused by dangerously high smog levels (SMITH

on cities’ productivity and liveability and more often affect the 
most vulnerable countries. When those also face a dramatic 
economic crisis like Greece, the capacity to adapt is very limited.
With this increasingly severe heatwaves, caused by climate 
change, it has been widely understood that urban greenery has 
a growing importance for maintaining city’s liveability as one 
of the most effective ways to address and reduce the urban 
heat island effect (KLEEREKOPER

those challenges in more detail and to develop ‘green’ solu-

The study area is located in the northern central part of the city, 
including the church of Ekklisia Agios Pantaleimona as well as 

The district is a residential area and characterised by pedestri-

 Many small streets are serving as parking areas for 
NA-

TIONAL CENTER FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH and GREEK STATISTICAL AU-
THORITY 
30% of inhabitants have an annual income of less than 8,804 
Euro. In the year 2008, the district was one of the poorest 
in the city (BLOOMBERG ASSOCIATES and ATHENS OFFICE OF RESI-
LIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY

the part of the city, not only due to the high density of buil-
dings but also because of the low amount of open spaces. 

Background: 
Green Cities 
to Tackle Ur-

ban Heat

The Study 
Area - 

Evidences
for a High 

Vulnerability
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-
ratures than the study area during heat waves (BLOOMBERG ASSO-
CIATES and ATHENS OFFICE OF RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY

These statistical evidences underline the vulnerability to the 
heat island effect of the population in the district. Consequently, 
the danger for the health and well-being of residents is high.
 Due to low-income in the study area, buildings la-
cking insulation measures, like double glazing or external 
walls (NATIONAL CENTER FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH and GREEK STA-
TISTICAL AUTHORITY

NATIONAL CENTER 
FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH and GREEK STATISTICAL AUTHORITY

and were not restored. Those structural conditions are even 
decreasing the low resilience to urban heat of the area.

Stathmos 
Isap
Attiki

Ekklisia Agios 
Panaleimonas
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In general it seems like buildings are often in a poor condition or 
-

seems to be vacant for a long time. Moreover, buildings were re-
moved at some places but have not been reconstructed. These 
empty and unused spaces are fenced and not accessible (see 

economic crisis in Greece which began in 2010 (BBC NEWS SER-
VICES

 Residents in the study area cover balconies with 
greenery by the use of different kinds of potted plants and 

to be willing to cover their city with greenery and thus, fa-
vour to live in a green environment. Additionally, many 
small streets are planted with trees on both sides, affor-

trees. In those streets, the temperature is constantly cooler.
The church of the area is placed at a public square whe-
re some palm trees are planted and a public playground is 

or covered by sand and stones. Grass grows around 
trees but is also fenced, so that it is not possible to access 
the greenery. The square is busy even during the day for 
people to meet and to do some sports, for example foot-
ball, due to the fact that no other open place exists nearby.
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Cooling centres are mostly more than 400 metres away and 
recreation opportunities for residents can only be found in 
neighbouring parts of the city (BLOOMBERG ASSOCIATES and 
ATHENS OFFICE OF RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY -
quently, there is a strong need for mitigation and adaptation 
measures that help to cool down the temperature in the area.

“A climate adaptation plan can only be successful when it is also 
KLEEREKO-

PER -
retical evidence about the potential of urban greenery to tackle 
heat, the concept of ‘Inclusive Green’ was developed. The aim is 
to provide better access to open green spaces with fresh air and 
water as well as cooling centres. Eco-friendly transport opportu-
nities including pedestrian and cycling infrastructure for inhabi-
tants need to be implemented to promote a low-carbon economy. 
 The social approach of the concept considers not only 
improvements of the area but also aims at involving residents in 
greening policies. Many different people “have a stake in what 

HEALEY -
nance cultures are needed (HEALEY

The Concept 
of Inclusive 
Green
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places. This can be reached by collaboration between planning 
competencies and local residents. Following that, it is ensured 
that implemented measures are accepted by locals and that in-
novations are used for the purpose they were implemented for. 
Moreover, one important goal of the strategy is to make greene-
ry open and accessible for everyone. The concept aims at rai-
sing the well-being, health and social cohesion of residents to 
strengthen liveability (BUSH

of ‘Inclusiveness’ therefore conects the idea of people’s partici-
pation in greening policies with the creation of accessible green. 
 When considering the economic situation in Greece, 
measures to achieve impact at low costs are needed. It was ag-
reed on selecting a concept that is likely to be economically the 
easiest to develop in terms of implementation and maintenance 
costs. Therefore, spatial characteristics of the area need to be 
used in their existing form and redesigned in a way that sup-
ports social and economic activities. The increase of greenery 
in the district leads to sustainable adaptation and mitigation to 

urban greenery will be explained in more detail in the following.

A city’s vegetation, its urban green space, provides a wide 

terms of mitigating and adapting to the urban heat island 
effect. The growing pressure on cities caused by clima-
te change is affecting many dimensions such as human 
well-being, economy, society, and environment (FRYD et al. 

 especially because 
the residents of the case study district are mainly immigrants 
with limited income and health access disadvantages. There-
fore, they are more vulnerable to heatwave consequences. 
Greenery has a positive impact on human’s psyche and can 
even prevent depressions (KLEEREKOPE -
reover, a green network of streets shaded by trees would cool 
down the temperature and offers, for example, more comfor-
table conditions and incentives for employees to get to work.

the Inclusive 
Green Con-

cept

The Concept of Inclusive Green
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 including increased economic activity at 
a local level. The attractiveness of the area (associated with 

lead to an overall improvement of image (KLEEREKOPER et al. 

the income of the area is very low. Consequently, raised attrac-
tiveness would lead to more economic activity. 

 because open green spaces serve as recrea-
tion opportunities for residents and become consequently are-
as of social interaction and leisure activities. The analysis of the 
case study district showed that recreational areas are barely 
existing, relatively social isolation was evident. 

 including reduction of air pollution 
and improvement of urban air quality. Green produces oxygen 

KLEEREKOPER

Furthermore, green routes would promote the use of carbon-
low transport like bicycles. 

Heat Islands are a consequence of climate change but also of 

-
cept of ‘Inclusive Green’ is based on three intervention levels 

Residential Intervention Level – Atriums as Miniature Parks

open spaces that appear inside the housing blocks in order 
to function as atriums. Those are a characteristic of the mor-
phology of the Greek region of Attica. These spaces are nor-

consist of sealed soil and is not greened in any kind. Due to 
the cooling effects of vegetation these spaces could be de-
veloped as private inside gardens for the block tenants (see 

miniature central parks. Those would be accessible on a 
short distance at any time and support community-building.

Actions and 
Measures 
for Inclusive 
Green
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Street trees, green roofs, green facades, and vegetation 
can help to reduce urban heat island effects by shading buil-

-
sing moisture into the micro-atmosphere as well as offe-
ring an ambient cooling effect (KLEEREKOPER

(SCHMIDT -
se the temperature at low costs in buildings without insulation.
 The actors involved in that action are the residents 
of the district. First and foremost, it is essential to encourage, 
inform, and sensitise inhabitants of buildings who live in the 
district to take action in order to green these spaces. As tho-
se are private spaces that can only be changed by their ow-
ners, inhabitants need to become active themselves. An evi-
dence that such an approach could have a high acceptance 
among citizens is the shown willingness to green the city as 
explained in the analysis. In this context, the research group 

keeping them as separate lots. This could be done by remo-
ving fences and making atriums more accessible as well as 
more attractive for recreation. The second step is to cover the 
area with more green and make it accessible for other uses, 
like urban agriculture. In this way a network of green private 
spaces, connecting to the public streets, would be created (see 

-
tractive spaces. Considering the prospected increase of visi-
tors, a greater local economic activity will, relatively, acquire. 
In addition, the residents of the area who are predominantly 
immigrants and low income families will get a free access to 
recreational facilities that promote social interaction and fos-
ter inclusive and vibrant communities. The green spaces could 

-
stance there could be an annual rotation of products cultivated 
in the gardens. As a very high percentage of families live in 
the area, these open but still private spaces could be used for 
amusement and recreation, by addressing children as well as 

-

exemplary function should be started as soon as possible. By 

Actions and Measures for Inclusive Green
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implementing one green space after another the creation of 
an urban green network within the district would be the result.

District Intervention Level -  Awareness-Raising Campaigns
-

gaged residents is required at this level to ensure sustainable 
effective actions. A high level of awareness among the local 
population about the dangerous impacts of heat islands, not 
only on the urban infrastructure but also for the well-being, is 
necessary to increase participation in actions and to support 
a selfprotective behaviour during heat waves. The creation 

create win-win solutions for everybody (GRAM

-
ting trees and other vegetation, even though space in the urban 
district might be limited. Small green practices could easily be 
integrated into barren vacant and abandoned lots between the 
buildings which are clearly spread almost everywhere in the 
district. This measure covers two dimensions, on the one hand, 
it will offer a meeting area for the residents and will subse-
quently minimise the impact of social isolation caused by heat 
islands. Especially if the residents are involved themselves in 
implementing necessary actions and in taking in charge the fu-
ture required maintenances, such measures are more likely a 
concept of public participation. Allowing public participation will 
give incentive for changing the area by residential engagement. 
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Actions and Measures for Inclusive Green

-
mation and communication events about the urban heat 

-
dens shared by diverse users on open plots. Those pro-

short-term as soon as possible to pave the way towards the 
acceptance and awareness for other planned measures. 

City Intervention Level – Open up Public Spaces
Athens‘ municipal authorities can initiate several actions to mi-
nimise the city’s vulnerability to the effect of urban heat islands. 
Measures should seek to retain the existing green cover and 
to identify opportunities to increase green cover along public 
roads which are denuded from trees. Fortunately, in the case 

economic activities in comparison to the rest of the district, has 

measure required is to increase the area’s total vegetation rate, 
mainly by planting trees along the road. For that cooperation 

-
ces between trees without blocking the view on window dis-
plays. To deal with this kind of perils, it would be the best to 
use planting compatible to the Attican microclimate. This kind 
of planting would be consisted of deciduous trees that allow 
the light to enter the houses in the winter and at the same time 
protect them from intense sunlight during the summer season.
 Furthermore, the redesign of barren public properties, 
mainly the square in front of the church which is located in the 
heart of the district, is important to open up public places for 
recreation. The square represents a meeting place for social 
interaction for the local residents and does not look to be offe-
ring any recreational urban infrastructure or shade to be estee-
med or attended by the neighbours, with fences around each 

Increasingly, the effectiveness of urban greenery interventions 
on the square will depend on incorporating consistent sour-
ces of water, including urban design elements such as foun-
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option and a high use, especially in busy places (KLEEREKO-
PER

has an extent of 30-35 m (KLEEREKOPER -
ning the square with trees and vegetation along with building 
incorporating fountains will help to boost cooling and shading 
inside the square as well as in the surrounding areas. To re-
duce the social isolation caused by heat islands, the supply 
with urban equipment will motivate the residents to attend 
the square, subsequently it will reinforce the social aspect.
 To build green infrastructure improvements into re-
gular streets, such as integrating pedestrian areas along the 
secondary roads surrounding the central church, is useful 
for recreation. Especially due to the fact that streets most-

volume, this approach seems to be feasible. Moreover, by im-
plementing more pedestrian roads, the use of bicycles would 
be encouraged and the possibility would be given to offer 
bicycle sharing, for example located on the public square. 
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As a last and most costly action in the long-term, the demolition 
of the old bus and train terminal station is suggested to turn it 
into an eco-friendly station. The station is three blocks wide and 

The construction blocks the connection between the areas of 
every side and also reduces the whole ventilation of the streets 

well as green pathways that lead to the existing cooling center, 
located further away. It is safe to say that the location is of a stra-
tegic importance to the goal of reducing the effect of urban heat 
islands. Therefore, the research group suggests the conduction 

train station is asked. The new station should be open to the pu-
blic and a hybrid construction that balances an effective amount 
of green with the urban infrastructure needed. This new creati-
on will allow better ventilation of neighbouring streets and resi-
dences. As a result the microclimate of the whole area will im-
prove. Water elements could be added, such as fountains. This 
will help to reduce the local temperature and to provide cooling 
sources. Tall trees should be planted in order to provide natural 
shade to pedestrians. Turned into this hybrid construction, the 
station will resume the role of a cooling center and of a green 
pathway connecting to other recreation opportunities. The 

Pilot Project 
– The Public 
Park-Station

Actions and Measures for Inclusive Green

When giving more space to pedestrian’s recreati-
on and social life, the effect can only be a positive one.

-
re continued investments in heat-reducing practices and to test 
new approaches for a resistant green infrastructure in the district. 

train station into an open central park, especially because it ap-
pears to be a sealed reservoir of heat waves and pollution emit-
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To conclude, the research group developed a strategy for 
the study area to raise resilience, considering economic, en-
vironmental as well as social values. Referring those values 
the measures of the total open green space of squares with 
surrounding pedestrian areas, the public park-station, the 

-
gage, and the green atriums used by building inhabitants, 

 The concept of ‘Inclusive Green’ has an integrati-
ve approach by including private as well as public spaces for 
an overall turn of the district in terms of resilience. The over-
lapping time frames of the different measures are important 
to increase acceptance among citizens and to underline an 
integrative approach. The actions will strengthen a further 
exchange between neighbours and communities and as an 

-
cial – and with that a more resilient – neighbourhood is given. 

Conclusion
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Conclusion

Nevertheless, for some suggested measures, full participa-
tion of the citizens is required. If the residents do not act as 
a unit to achieve a better function of their community, less to 
nothing will be achieved. Thus, it is of vital importance that in-
dividuals are informed about the grave situation in which the 
city is as well as about the steps they should take to prevent 
and improve it. The collaboration between citizens and the au-
thorities is urgent to implement measures to their full extent 
on different levels of administration. The city of Athens needs 
to start actions immediately from which awareness of citizens 
will raise and redesign important public places in a sustaina-
ble and resilient way. A multi-level governance approach re-
garding adaptation and mitigation is important to implement 
measures on all scales. Even though, planting of streets is 
really common in the area of study, it is not enough to fortify 
the city against extreme heat. Through this proposal, the city´s 
chances for resilience in case of a heat wave shock multiplies. 

AUSTRALIAN DEPARTMENT OF INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORT

BBC NEWS SERVICES
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The Victoria Square Neighbour-
hood: Enhancing Resilience 

by Social Networking

Introduction
Athens is climatically characterised by a Mediterranean climate with mild and rai-

F OUNDA and G IANNAKOPOULOS  2002, 

(F OUNDA and G IANNAKOPOULOS -
ly prone to high temperatures, which is called the urban heat island phenomenon.
The urban heat islands describe “the excess warmth of the urban atmosphere and 

S TATHOPOULOU and C AR -
TALIS

by construction material, vegetation, emissions, circulation and topography (S TA -
THOPOULOU UND  C ARTALIS  2007; K ATSOULIS UND  T HEOHARATOS HASSID

The vulnerability towards natural hazards and risks, including urban heat islands, 
-

stress as a result of social and environmental change, where stress refers to un-
NEIL  A DGER -

pends on various factors, such as the lack of social cohesion, social exclusion, 
poverty, gender, age, unemployment, housing condition and the access to health 
and medical services (C UTTER  et al. 2003; NEIL  A DGER S APOUNTZAKI  et al. 

-
ent insulation and thus the buildings heat up in summer (B ANK OF  G REECE

and various ethnic groupings. The transformation of the neighbourhood to a more 

Christin Busch, Johanna Johncock,

Institute of Environmental Planning
Leibniz Universität Hannover

Shelagh-Katerina Boucoyannis, 
Antonis Koulouthros

National Technical University of 
Athens
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investments. As the inhabitants have other, more dominant pro-
blems to cope with, than being bothered developing a sustaina-
ble neighbourhood, we have decided to use the already exis-
ting grouping to create a neighbourhood which is connected 
among each other, for example by creating neighbourhood gar-
dens and making use of the roof tops among others. The idea 
is to develop a mobile phone app named ‘Greender’, which 
aims at encouraging people in the district to help each other. 
In the following, the neighbourhood will be analysed along 
social structures and the built environment. Then, the con-
cept of neighbourhood networks will be explained in de-
tail, which will then be applied to the idea of ‘Greender’.

The investigated district is located between the Street of the 
28th October and the main railway station, whereby the Street 
of the 28th October can be considered as a hard border bet-

road, as well as Acharnon Street and Liosion Street run through 
the district, connecting the city centre of Athens with suburbs in 

-
ting emissions which make the micro-climate of the neighbour-
hood highly polluted and increasing the risk of heat islands.

Analysis

Analysis
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The district is characterised by a diverse, multi-ethnic residen-

-
toria Square, although located at the very West of the district 
can be regarded as the heart of the neighbourhood, being a 
central meeting place for the residents. In the past two years 
the piazza has been home to an ever-going number of mig-
rants, mostly from Afghanistan, and thus has become a syn-
onym for the migrant crisis which is affecting Greece (MCVEI-
GH

many people, the square seemed tidy and organised, there 
were hardly any hard evidence of people housing there. It 
rather looks as if the different minorities keep to themselves 
and have formed groups in which they interact. According to 

of the neighbourhood. In fact, the residents have been helping 
the migrants out with food, water and clothes. Furthermore, 
the district is characterised by a low income household, that 
receive state-aid. Simultaneously, the neighbourhood is home 

NATIONAL CENTRE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH
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-
-

ATTIKO METRO 
-

merous pedestrians passing by, as it lies between the main 
train station and the rapid transit network. Due to the pas-
sing-by pedestrians and the people frequenting this place, 
it can be characterised as a vibrant and lively open space.

ATHENS OFFICE OF RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY WIKI COMMONS

The entire neighbourhood is densely built up with hardly any 

mainly characterised by old and poorly maintained buildings, 
showing once again the low incomes of the inhabitants as well 
as the lack of public investments. On the one hand most of th 
buildings seem to have accessible rooftops, which appeared 
not to be used and bare. On the other hand, the balconies look 
as if the people frequently use them and have taken the initia-
tive to place plants on them in order to create a slight cooling 
effect and to create a homely atmosphere. This leads to the 

Analysis
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assumption that people are feeling at home where they live 
as well as the willingness to green spaces. The bad state of 

parts of Athens, the pavements are very narrow, making it very 
hard for a single person, let alone for several people next to 
each other, to use them. Furthermore, many sidewalks are 
destroyed due to the roots of trees. The sidewalks are mainly 
used as parking spaces and the few non-built up spaces in the 

which is necessary due to the large amount of cars and the little 
space to park them. It was quite outstanding how many cars 
were parked on the side of the roads, taking into account that 

the assumption that the public transport offers are widely used.
While investigating 
the area, the impres-
sion was made, that it 
is already quite green. 

-
sing, as the district is 
crossed by three ma-

there is only one open 
public space within the 
neighbourhood. This 
impression was sup-
ported by the plants 
on balconies as well 
as by the many small 
roads which are lined by 

these trees, which are 

by pavements counterbalancing the positive effects slight-
ly. Noticeable was, that the streets which were lined by trees 
were mostly those running from North to South, while the 
East-West corridors were mainly dominated by concrete. Alt-
hough many streets were lined by trees, the air was someti-
mes very stuffy which can be seen as a result from the heavy 
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In general, the heat island effect was noticeable when there 
were no tress offering shade.

the residents, is lined with tress and squares of grass, offe-
ring shade and a few green specks. Nevertheless, it seems 
as if the piazza, which actually is the heart of the neighbour-
hood and quite lively, does not belong to the residents due 

-
ria Square is the only organised and openly accessible open 
space in the districts. The open space would gain attrac-
tiveness, if the green spaces and trees were not fenced in.

and the economic crisis that has been plaguing the country 
for the last years – is well represented in the neighbourhood 

-

be organised within ethnic groupings, which keep among 
each other. Thus, in order to combat the risks of heat is-
lands, it is important to approach the residents, raising awa-
reness, so that they take the issue and make it one of their 
own, for example by using their roof tops and greening them.

Analysis
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As the analysis of the neighbourhood has shown, the investiga-
tion area has a great number of immigrants, refugees and low-
income families who have to deal with other problems rather 
than climate change effects. In addition, Greek people lack in 
trust for governmental structures (SMAGHI

Even if the Greek government tried to solve environmental is-
sues, and measures against climate change impacts (NANOU 

those, due to more important economic and political discussions 
(NANOU

-

infrastructures as a side effect of social structures which are 
-

munity strength. To achieve that, the concept focuses on crea-
ting resilience strategies by incorporating social and ecological 

HOLLING

6; WALKER and COOPER

bottom-up strategies can complement high-level policies and 

Concept
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Creating “social networks contribute to increased socio-eco-
logical resilience, as communication, adaptive management, 
and good governance are central in fostering adaptive ca-

self-organising as an important factor for resilience (WESTER-
MAN

idea is based on self-organisation of the inhabitants with litt-

is to create a more resilient and tight community, to gather 
the different ethnicities which will both lead to more resili-

Planting and sharing food in community Gardens

both social and ecological aspects. As people grow their own 
food in abandoned lots, on their balconies or rooftops, they will 
save costs for vegetables and fruits, they would normally have 
to buy at the grocery store (WAKEFIELD 
an important incentive but will also provide a better access to 
healthy food which is an important issue for people with low 
incomes (WAKEFIELD 

-
fore increases the overall physical health (ALLEN et al. 2008, 

community and can provide food security (KOBAYASHI andTYSON 
-

re is no economic exclusion of participants (QUAYLE

which makes them an opportunity for social connecting and 
therefore not only increase their physical but also their mental 
health. Interacting with nature creates a feeling of relaxation and 
calmness. Community gardens are seen to provide recreation 
in a densely populated city - but social aspects seem to be as 
important as offer of a therapeutic environment (QUAYLE 2008, 

people (WAKEFIELD

that there is a strong bonding between people who participated 

Concept
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to meet new people and topics to talk about.  “Look, if you don’t 
do stuff like this there is no way of meeting those other people 

KINGSLEY and TOWNSEND 2006, 

been shown to reduce children‘s involvement in alcohol, drug, 

ALLEN 
strong community-feeling force people to interact, this creates 
relationships and prevents and reduces crime (HEROLD 2012, 

and fruits were noticed as a satisfying activity and people deve-
loped pride and a local identity at an individual level. The em-
powering process and the feeling of “having something in life 

(WAKEFIELD

(KOBAYASHI and TYSON

reduced energy use caused by planted roofs and balconies. 
Cities heat up twice as fast as the rest of the world, because of 
the concrete environment absorbing heat very well. To deal with 
these problems, people tend to cool their houses more, air con-
ditioners run harder (HARRIS

insulators for buildings, reduce heat transfers, improve indoor 
-

evaporating water carries away heat. Like sweat, it‘s nature‘s 
air conditioning, but we‘ve managed to interrupt that process 
in cities. The result is called the urban heat island effect, and 

-
gy costs for both cooling in summer and heating in winter will 
be lowered by planting activities (EPA 
little green spaces combined with community gardens create is-
lands of calm to offset the heat that builds up between concrete 
cities. As a side effect of encouraging locals to act more socially 
and developing stronger ties, the environment will improve. It 
strengthens environmental understanding which creates a link 
between local actions and the global issues of climate change, 
bringing positive change to both.This means to their own liefs 
and the liefs of their neighbours (QUAYLE
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“If we’re talking about social justice it has to encompass the 
food that we eat, the people that grow the food, how they’re 

living. Are they living in substandard housing? Do they have 
heat and hot water? What about the children? Are they getting 
a good education? Is it quality in terms of schools? So for me, 
the movement started about growing food but then blossomed 
into this social justice conscious.” (STORYCENTER

 

The second part of this concept is to encourage people 
use car sharing and carpooling systems. Owning and dri-

which can be a burden especially for low-income fami-
lies. “Households that share rather than own a car can rea-

LITMAN

-
sions like CO2 by using less fuel which will have a positive ef-
fect on the progress of climate change and the air condition of 

-
ased. The parking lots that are not needed anymore can be 
reorganised by local planners with the involvement of the pu-

-
ving the quality of life in the neighbourhood (LOOSE

 As explained, community gardening and car sharing 

combining community creation and actions against climate 
change issues like the urban heat island effect. But how to 

 In order to really encourage people to participate in 

their possibilities and then to connect people who are willing 
to implement them. The best way to achieve these goals is 
through social media. Social Media provides not only a good 
way to present ideas (NETI 
and powerful toolkit for highlighting and acting on issues and 

-
ting together (RO

-
on is online and many people use smartphones and tablets in 

Concept
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their daily life, this concept tries to implement the ideas through 

such as they can be used right away from any place in Athens 
and most of the time are free to use (VIDIOUS

 
Greender – creating your little green neighbourhood

Greender is an application that combines all good aspects 
that social networking can offer to a society directly with co-
operative economy. Its main aspiration is to create a social 

-

It consists of two main branches that will be further ana-

Greender‘s mission is to form a network of people willing to 
collaborate in a march towards a greener urban sustainability 
locally. Its mission is to promote and encourage small initia-
tives that help people with a common goal interact and work 
together towards a greater cause. The investigated district 
will be very suitable as a functioning neighbour on Greender 
as the residents seem to have already organised themselves 

can foster the usage of the app as well as be promoted due to 
Greender. The overall ambition is a city full of little neighbour-
hood hubs with little gardens and sustainable urban farming.

First step in Greender is the registration - there exists a visitor 
mode which will be analysed later on, but the main function 
of the app is for registered users. Upon registration, personal 
data of the applicant are requested, and most importantly, valid 
proof regarding their home address. It is important to verify that 
the app users have entered their residence correctly so that 
the networks are created correspond to actual neighbourhoods. 

could be made. In order to facilitate this procedure, when a 
neighbourhood is selected, the patios (akalyptos in greek

the user has access to. This is a preliminary potential urban 
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green mapping whose goal is to trace the potentials of the ur-
ban green network. Once registered, even if no activities are 
proposed, the users are linked with the area they have selec-
ted. This data is of crucial importance for the understanding 
of the potentials of such a network if it reaches full expansi-
on. After registering, users have access to the main branches 

Hour Points is a currency tool used by the application. The 
users who offer their time are credited with HP that they 
can offer in exchange of other people‘s help. Since Green-
der is focused on equal exchange, HP is a helpful tool that 
helps keep track of people‘s input in the process and help 
determine an exchange ratio. Its use is not obligatory, but it 
is encouraged since it helps promote a cooperative eco-
nomy that is not based on money but mutual exchange.

Urban Green Network

to create with cooperative means, a network of green spaces 
within the city that are mostly produced by cooperative initia-
tives of people within a neighbourhood. After registering, the 

on green movements, but once created could be expanded in 

the area where he wants to make an intervention, the name 
-

3.0‘ which offers 3HP and consists of planting vegetables in 
-

could happen in one day or last for longer periods of time e. 

semi-public space a user has access to, the users that have 

Concept
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the users that have access to neighbouring areas. This way 

Carpooling
This branch of the application focuses on discovering overlap-
ping roots that neighbours follow in their everyday life in or-
der to connect them and promote ride sharing. It works in a 
way similar to the philosophy of known carpooling apps, in a 
sense that drivers publish their future ride or their everyday 
route and passengers claim interest on them. The difference 
lays on the audience it is addressed to. Only neighbours with 
similar roots can view each other‘s data and connect priva-
tely to arrange their meet up. This branch of the application 
does not promote one-time ride shares but instead it aims at 
the creation of groups of people living close to each other that 

can have in the environment. The need for this service was 
not realised by the lack of public transport. On the contrary, 

by public transport, like the connection of the area in questi-
-

vails when one tries to reach the suburbs of Athens in working 
-

cluding, the carpooling branch of Greender is a side-branch of 
the application, substantial enough for the environmental up-
grade of the neighbourhood and a crucial factor to the enforce-
ment of social bonds created within the same neighbourhood.

A registered user who is evidently active within his own neigh-
bourhood, can gain access to the so-called ‘visitor’s mode’. 
This means that these users, when visiting a different neigh-

visit them, upvote, and participate in them if accepted by the su-
pervisor of the initiative. In the visitor’s mode, registered users 
with evident activity can connect with each other and share 
experiences and intra-neighbourhood ideas for networking. 
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Educational mode
A complementary educational menu consists of the ‚bible 

-
ting a rooftop garden, or data on CO2 emissions of cars in 
cities, the educational mode offers an insight into all the en-
vironmental factors that make a network like Greender ne-
cessary as well as all the instructions essential for its appli-
cation. This data could be used for a presentation of the 
application, or for a simple introduction to the new user.

Every day use
When browsing through Greender, the user can view all ac-

-
tes and comments promote a more active involvement in the 

published, as well as expanded in different neighbourhoods.

Athens is effected heavily by climate and societal hazards, 
which need to be tackled effectively. The economic and 
the refugee crisis have strained efforts in reducing clima-
te related issues. Hitherto, public money is too scarce to 
handle all problem simultaneously and appropriately. Thus, 
the idea of using the potentials Athens has to offer arose.

-
rised by low-income households with various ethnical back-
grounds, which seem to be connected among each other. The 
residents have other problems than to primarily think about 
how they can actively contribute to a more resilient and sus-
tainable city. Thus, we have come up with creating an urban 
green network by an App, which takes advantage of these 
formed groups and addresses these directly. The App will rise 
attention for a more sustainable lifestyle and should enable 
the residents to integrate small habits into their daily life, to 
make their neighbourhood more climate and socially resilient.
Tackling climate change solely by social efforts in reducing 
carbon emission, greening public spaces and rising aware-

-
formations in the built environment have to be made as well. 

Conclusion 
and Outlook

Concept
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Furthermore, the heat island phenomenon and its problems 
have to be embedded in administrative and political decis-
ion-making in order to achieve more positive effects. Hence, 
a multi-level approach including civil society, should be ini-
tiated in order to tackle heat-related issues simultaneously.
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Wind of Change
Empowering a community to tackle 

heat islands collectively

Introduction
Athens is exposed to high heat stress that has negative effects on 
its residents. This paper presents an approach to tackle the prob-
lem by empowering the community and strengthening local solidarity. 

-
-

like most areas within an urban structure, the park is mainly unsealed, leaving 
the surface permeable to water which lowers the urban heat island effect. The 
park’s vegetation cools the area by evaporation and providing shade (K LEERE -
KOPER

of grey urban infrastructure, the concept which is presented in this paper focuses 
on strengthening the opportunities provided by the park and other potential green 
areas as well as empowering the people to responsibly participate in the district’s 
development in order to create a healthy living environment for its residents. 
 During the Summer School, on-site inspections of the designated stu-

-
ve feeling of heat, safety and social meetingpoints. Moreover, informal ex-
pert knowledge of the area was provided by Greek Architecture students. 
Detailed analyses of the constructed and social structure were made possib-

-
search was done. A big part of this research served the purpose of answering one 

Linked to the crucial role green infrastructure in cities plays in answering this questi-

urban planners in the process of making a community more resilient against external 

this paper were brought together in the depiction of an ideal participatory planning 
process. The implementation of the presented concept has the potential to impro-

stress and to furthermore generate a greater sense of community and belonging. 

Charlotte Muhl and Ina Engelke

Institute of Environmental Planning
Leibniz Universität Hannover

Charlotte Muhl, Ina Engelke
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and improvement of green spaces contributes to a decrease of 
temperature (KLEEREKOPER

also improving the local living quality. Beside these advantages, 

ways. Humans evolved along with nature, always being close-
ly related to it. That gives natural elements a high importance 
when it comes to designing spaces for people (BEATLEY and NE-
WMAN

is provided by green spaces strengthens the commitment to the 
-

activities when the person could also spend the time elsewhe-
re (GEHL 
and to more time spent outside (BEATLEY and NEWMAN

 Being actively engaged with nature can also have ad-
-

ning, food production or crafting. People that engage in nature 

it comes to shocks, the residents‘ concern for the well-being of 
others has a high impact on the neighbourhood‘s resilience. On 
a personal level, near-natural spaces help to prevent social iso-
lation because they provide the opportunity for informal contact 

-
GEHL

 

in urban development processes. Urban communities are by 
no means homogeneous, but are composed of numerous in-
dividual people who represent a broad variety of different 
values and interests (HEALEY

the trend in urban planning has developed towards the rea-

HALL

Urban green 
as a means to 

reduce heat 
islands

Urban green as a means to reduce heat islands
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 In public participation processes, it is strongly re-
commended to use mediation methods since they are not 

-
de a base for the production of knowledge. Hence, a mediator 

PELTONEN 
and SAIRINEN -
laboration between all interest parties is crucial for the suc-

are indispensable in participatory processes (BUCHECKER et 
SEHESTED

negotiation and trust are the fundamental principles in ma-
naging such complex networks. At the same time, a certain 

-
JESSOP

 An urban planner aiming to manage a participato-
ry process has to take over and balance different tasks and 
responsibilities, including dealing with political and economic 
matters, structuring the planning processes, and the resolution 

KLIJN AND EDELENBOS

with all parties “as a knowledge mediator, a broker, a counsel-
HEALEY

in which not only the powerful, but also the weakest parts of 

An established strong neighbourhood management, for in-

potentially arising tensions and to develop effective respon-
ses to raised concerns while taking into account the political, 
strategic and local context. At the core of the planning pro-
cess at a local level needs to be a dynamic neighbour-
hood manager – a dedicated person who is familiar with the 
neighbourhood and its particular diversity (SQW LTD.

Analysis The examined area lies in the north-eastern part of Athens in 

street in the South, 28s Oktovriou in the West, Kefallinias in the 
North and Andrea Moustoxidi in the East. The neighbourhood 
is a residential area in which spaces are used for housing and 
small businesses. Also cultural and social attractions and ins-
titutions of services to the public are available within the area, 
such as schools, a university campus, a sports association, 

Charlotte Muhl, Ina Engelke
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a hospital and others. Besides the park, the study area con-

DRAKONTAEIDIS  PISIMISIS

A high amount of sealing and the lack of open spaces lead to 
an accumulation of heat in warm periods. The surface tem-
perature measured during a heat wave in June 2016 was 
relatively low in the study area compared to other districts of 
Athens. However, the surface temperature measured was 

BLOOMBERG ASSOCIATES and ATHENS OF-
FICE OF RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY

area was not highly affected by heat in comparison to other 
districts, heat stress presents a problem that demands action. 

and insulation. More than a half of all buildings in the study 
area have no insulation (EKKE 2011a, EKKE
the next cooling center is further than 0.5 km away from the 
closest point in the area (BLOOMBERG ASSOCIATES and ATHENS 
OFFICE OF RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY

Analysis
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Our study area includes the western part of the epony-

a generally cooler climate (see chapter Urban green as a 
means to reduce heat islands -
tunity to escape heat stress. The park has been renewed 
2008-2010. Still illegal activities within the park such as drug 
consumption and trade as well as prostitution give it a bad 
reputation (DRAKONTAEIDIS and PISIMISIS 2017, verbal mes-

that are strolling by perceive the neighbourhood. Empty stores 
make the district appear run down, neglected and inanimate. 
 Streets in the area that do not serve as a transit 
area between different parts of the city are mostly narrow. 
A lot of streets are one-way streets with one lane reserved 
for parking.  Pedestrian walks that are usually located on 
both sides of the streets are mostly slim and roughly pas-

circumstances make it hard for people with strollers, in 
wheelchairs, with walkers or children with bikes to pass.
 The social environment in the area is diverse. The 

-
DRAKONTAEIDIS and PISIMISIS 2017, verbal 

relatively low compared to the surrounding districts (BLOOMBERG 
ASSOCIATES and ATHENS OFFICE OF RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY a, 
n. d.; BLOOMBERG ASSOCIATES and ATHENS OFFICE OF RESILIENCE AND 
SUSTAINABILITY 
is high. 27,5-30 % of the households in the area have an an-

BLOOMBERG AS-
SOCIATES and ATHENS OFFICE OF RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY a, n. 

ranges between 0 and 35 % of the population which is below-
average (MALOUTAS and SPYRELLIS

a high presence of citizens from other countries than Greece 
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place-bound population presents a challenge for the neigh-
bourhood management. Before a strategy or plan can be de-
veloped, it is essential to understand the various meanings a 
neighbourhood can have for its residents. A key theme that 
needs to be taken into account is the fact that a high level of 
attachment to the neighbourhood is a  precondition for the de-
velopment of a sense of belonging as well as a sense of com-
munity among the residents (MANZO and PERKINS

examined neighbourhood, the overall sense of community does 
not seem to be very strong, which may be caused by the lack 
of spaces for interaction. Further, since the neighbourhood is 
likely to have been their home for a long time frame, residents  

step for the neighbourhood management is to understand 
the people‘s emotional connection to a place, to be insightful 
and accompany them on the way. It is the planner‘s task to 
convey that the neighbourhood is the residents‘ living environ-
ment and that they have the opportunity to actively shape it.

Introducing 
the concept

Based on the analysis, our aspired goals for the concept 
presented here are to increase social equity, to lower the 
impact of heat waves and to reduce emissions and their im-
pacts on the living environment through the creation of 
green, safe, and social places. Through the creation of such 
places residents shall receive the opportunity to spend time 
in cooler spaces with other members of the community. 
 Our concept to improve local grievances in the stu-

is, the less dependent it is on external help in crisis situations 
(SCHNEIDER

other extreme weather events, this approach suggests that 
local neighbourhoods can increase their level of resilience 

Urban green as 
a means to reduce heat islands -

the people‘s well-being. Our study area contains rough-
-

Analysis
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come a central place for participatory action, but holds a 
very negative reputation that repels most of the residents. 
 A feeling of safety is a necessary prerequisite in or-
der for people to use a certain space. Since place attachments 

group behaviour in community planning and development pro-

needs to be changed in the course of the procedure (MANZO 
and PERKINS -
rupt place attachments by causing feelings of loss and alie-
nation. Only if they are properly recognised and understood, 
these feelings can be used to mobilise citizen participation 

interests (e.g. tackling the heat stress, improving the neigh-

neighbourhood management has to fathom these feelings 
and emotions that the residents might be unconscious about.

„Place attachment, place identity, and sense of commu-
nity can provide a greater understanding how neighbour-
hood spaces can motivate ordinary residents to act coll-
ectively to preserve, protect, or improve their community 
and participate in local planning processes.“ (ibid.: 347)

Our concept aims at the implementation of green, safe and social 
places in consideration of the knowledge about existing circum-
stances as well as the residents‘ needs and wants in a way that 
will strengthen the resilience of our neighbourhood in the district 

-

But more importantly, by empowering the people to take 
part in their district‘s development, the bond shall be 

 In order to achieve the aspired change, we have deve-
loped an – in theory – ideal process of planning and monitoring 
the desired development in the neighbourhood. Since the pro-
cess itself is meant to be largely community-led, it is not possible 

of this concept is to give advice for planners on how to provide 

chosen by the community in question can be implemented in a 
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-
ty-led procedure, our concept relies on an adept combination of 
top-down and bottom-up approaches since both combined can 
often generate a greater adaptive capacity in the community 
than either could implemented in isolation (BUTLER 

The steps presented and explained below are all part of the 
overall concept and its implementation which aims to achie-
ve a long-term change of the local society‘s mindset re-
garding their neighbourhood and their sense of community 
within its boundaries in order to increase the overall resilience 

1. Person in charge
-

inable development and implementation of visions and ideas 
for the neighbourhood is the designation of a dedicated per-
son who is responsible for the neighbourhood planning pro-

residents as well as the concerned public. This person, desig-
nated by the city administration, holds the position of a neigh-
bourhood manager who functions as a mediator with the clear 
aim to balance out the different, often competing needs and 
interests of different stakeholders and actors. These can also 
include political, economic and administrative actors on a lo-
cal as well as regional, national or international level. Ideally, 

is well-connected with important local service providers. They 
-

ges. Furthermore, it is essential that they are present in the 
neighbourhood and engage in a direct, honest dialogue with 
the local community to ensure they are trusted and respected 
by all represented social groups, including marginal groups.

2. Information
-

bourhood more resilient against external threats, especially 
heat stress – needs to be communicated to all relevant actors 
and interest groups in order to acquire broad support and ac-
ceptance for the purpose. This includes the neighbourhood’s 

Implementing 
the concept: 

Procedural 
steps

Introducing the concept
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residents as well as the interested and possibly affected public 
and potential collaboration partners, such as different organised 
local groups, e.g. associations, societies, and political parties, 
and also schools and universities. First of all, all these actors 
need to be provided with some basic knowledge on the effects 
climate change has on their neighbourhood (BROTO et al. 2015, 

In addition to that, the actors need to be informed about the 
existence and contact details of the new neighbourhood mana-
ger in case of any arising queries and questions, and need to be 
made aware of the place and date of an imminent launch event 
during which more details about the planned climate compa-
tible development are going to be announced and discussed. 

and the internet. Ideally, the new neighbourhood management 
has its own website presenting relevant up-to-date news re-
garding the planning process and progress (KREISZEITUNG VER-
LAGSGESELLSCHAFT MBH & CO. KG -
ration partners should be contacted directly via email or mail.

3. Temporary structural measures
Case studies have shown that changes made to certain proble-

-
cerned spaces in very short time and a low budget. An impressi-
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transformed into pedestrian plazas within only a few days – and 
with the use of temporary materials, such as paint and planters. 

-
itial testing period of six months. At the end of the trial period, 

undone with no remaining effects, depending on the actual suc-
cess of each transformation. The results were immediate and 

-
kers approving of the changes and the approach having been 
copied multiple times in other cities (SADIK-KHAN

As important as communicative instruments and bottom-up ap-
proaches are for planning, they also have a big downside to 

visible measures and noticeable changes take place, which can 
lead to frustration among the citizens as well as the planners 

-
bourhood management in agreement with local authorities, 
however, are direct and quick. They demonstrate effectively that 
changes are actually happening, which can evoke trust in the 
whole purpose and increase the people‘s willingness to partici-
pate in the planning process in order to make sure the changes 
are going to be in their interest and to their individual as well as 

TAIT and HANSEN 2013; BIRCHALL and SIMMONS 
-

cepted by the relevant stakeholders and positive changes can 
be observed, it is always an option to turn the temporary solution 
into a permanent one. If not, no harm has been done because 
everything can be redeveloped into the former state (SADIK-KHAN 

-
sures functioning as an initial spark to get everyone on board.

4. Launch event to collect ideas
The next important step is to prepare and organise the an-
nounced launch event which gathers all interested actors in one 

basic information about the reasons for the needed change and 

attendants have a common basis of knowledge that will ena-

Implementing the concept: Procedural steps
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ble them to engage in and follow discussions. Concerned in-
dividuals or parties get the chance to voice their doubts, fears 
and hopes for the area and the community right from the start 
and, very importantly, within a sheltered framework due to the 
presence of a mediator (MANZO and PERKINS -
cial aspect of the event is to obtain valuable information and 
insight into the local dynamics that only locals can provide and 
that might reveal hidden potentials or so far unknown (potenti-

SQW LTD

a crucial task of a neighbourhood planner to understand the 
people‘s emotional connection to a place and thus their mo-

-
Urban green as a means 

to reduce heat islands
neighbourhood manager should have developed and be able 
to present strategies to tackle the already previously known 
issues, such as the negative image of the park, and be open 
and willing to take further concerns raised into account as well.
Involving residents in the process of actively developing and 

planning process since they contribute to the purpose with their 
own experience, knowledge and abilities (SQW LTD.
It is recommended to encourage the present actors to form 
small groups in which ideas and visions can be exchanged 
and developed (MANZO and PERKINS -
ven that direct forms of participation increase the sense of 
responsibility of all actors, and of the residents in particular 
since they are going to be affected the most by the change of 
their living space. Responsible thinking and acting, in turn, is a 

5. Work groups
After the launch event, residents and other actors with simi-
lar ideas need to be brought together and encouraged to form 
working groups in which they can further draw up their ideas 
and visions for their neighbourhood. Before the groups start 
their actual work, they receive the opportunity to participate in 
workshops during which they can gain the basic knowledge and 
understanding of climate change, its consequences and its im-
pact on cities. That way, it can be ensured that all group mem-
bers can draw from an equivalent pool of knowledge. It is the 
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role of the neighbourhood manager to provide assistance and 
support throughout the work of the groups, create helpful con-
tacts with external partners and also encourage an exchange 
between different working groups in an attempt to keep the 
planning processes transparent and open to input from actors 
who are not an integral part of a group. Throughout the plan-

and consensus building must remain one of the main goals of 
the manager. It can only be achieved by long-term face-to-face 

-
tegies, plans, policies, and actions (MANZO and PERKINS

A collaboration on eye-level requires the production of shared 

social learning, a fair exchange of knowledge, and the empow-
erment of the local people are an elementary aspect to develo-
ping an adaptive capacity – the ability of a system or community 
to adapt to changes of the environment (BUTLER

Moreover, a constant and intense collaboration with the aid of 
a neutral mediator is the only way of warranting the generati-

-

As stated earlier, the process of developing visions and 
ideas is open and lies to a high degree in the hands of the 

Introducing the concept

Since the main aim of all work groups and initiatives that 
may form will be to reduce the heat island effect and the re-
sulting heat stress within the borders of the study area, it is 

-
cement of the amount of green infrastructure in order to provi-
de shade and pointedly cool down different vulnerable places. 

-
licly accessible pocket parks in the centre of residential blocks 
in cooperation with the owners of the buildings and their re-
sidents, thus punctually generating shade while allowing for 

-
sure against the radiation of heat off of the building faca-

Implementing the concept: Procedural steps
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community gardening or the organisation of public events, 
maybe in cooperation with the university or local schools. 
Further temporary measures can be developed and im-
plemented as well in collaboration with local authorities.

DRAKONTAEIDIS  PISIMISIS,

DRAKONTAEIDIS 

 PISIMISIS, 

6. Launch, implemen-
tation and monitoring 
of the different projects
As soon as the individu-
al work groups and initi-
atives have worked out 
their concrete visions, 
concepts, strategies 

and actions, and have established a good collaboration with 
important supporting cooperation partners on different levels, 

working out the details should be mainly left to the community 
in form of the work groups as a means to empower them to 
actively shape their own living surroundings. However, purpo-
sely chosen top-down impulses can be helpful for launching 

HOELZEL

should be treated and zoned with care, since the presence of 
homeless people, prostitutes and criminals during the night 
time is a real issue that needs to be taken into account and to 
be dealt with. Having said this, it needs to be pointed out that 
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neighbourhood manager. It lies within the manager‘s responsi-
bility, however, to acknowledge the problem, take it seriously 
and get in contact with professionals who are more suitable 
and better equipped to tackle this problem in consultation with 
all relevant stakeholders (SQW LTD -
levant issue the manager needs to take care of is the allocation 

of funds or partnerships (SEHESTED SQW LTD.

and initiatives, it furthermore remains the manager‘s task to 

7. Acceptance and internalisation of actions & change of 
mindset
The residents of our study area in Athens have lived in a similar 
composition of people with different cultural backgrounds and 
a high discrepancy regarding the income of the different social 

-
Analysis of the area; DRAKONTAEIDIS and PISIMISIS 2017, ver-

and identities they have inhibited throughout this time. It takes 
time for these structures to slowly be changed, with this process 
requiring a long learning-process (MANZO AND PERKINS 
is worthwhile to encourage such a shift within the community 
since its result may be a general change of the residents‘ un-
derlying mindset – away from othering and a general feeling of 
alienation towards a more active participatory behaviour in the 

-
ment can help to generate a closer emotional connection and 

in the case of the locals‘ very negative opinion of the “Pedion 

networks helps to increase the feeling of integration. Both – the 
-

mental human needs. That, in combination with an improved 
physical living environment, enhances the ability of the neigh-
bourhood to satisfy the needs of the residents and thus pre-

Implementing the concept: Procedural steps
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towards heat stress. In addition to that, the highly diverse local 
population lacks a common sense of togetherness and solidari-
ty. In order to provide possibilities to escape the heat and also to 
strengthen the community, our concept strives to empower the 
residents to get involved in their neighbourhood’s development. 
 Making use of communicative instruments in parti-
cipatory planning processes is an effective way of motivating 
people and to actively engage them in shaping and improving 
their neighbourhood. Direct participation strengthens the sense 
of belonging on a physical as well as social level. The different 
steps, proposed by the concept, follow a clear line by steadily 

-

be designed with the aim of lowering the temperature and re-
ducing emissions, and therefore will also contribute to tackling 
the negative effects of climate change. Moreover, the creation 
of cooler and bustling spaces may lead to closer connections 
between the residents, strengthening the local identity. Within 
the process it is the neighbourhood manager‘s role to cautious-
ly mediate between the involved actors in order to enable an 
open and transparent progress, in which everyone feels re-
spected and heard. Although the concept is partly based on 
short-term actions such as temporary measures and a launch 

already live in the neighbourhood for a reasonable duration, 
which makes it hard for them to quickly adapt to change. A 
process like the one presented here strives for a long-term 
change of mindsets, which is likely to be a tenacious procedure. 

Conclusion
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Challenges of resilience in European cities
 
The development of resilient cities is the key factor for 
sustainable development. In the events of crises or 
hazards (natural hazards such as floods or climate 
change as well as societal extreme events as the 
financial crises), cities should be able to fulfil their 
societal and economic duties in the long term. In many 
cities the question arises how and with which measures 
resilience can be increased and how strategies for 
successful sustainable urban development can be 
implemented. 

The publication summarizes the contributions of the 
Summer School 2017 in Athens that focused on the 
development and discussion of approaches and 
strategies coping with heat islands in the dense urban 
area of Athens, Greece. The Summer School is a central 
cornerstone of the university partnership for joint 
educational and research activities of the Leibniz 
Universität Hannover (Faculty of Architecture and 
Landscape) and the National Technical University 
Athens (School of Architecture), which is funded by the 
German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD) as part of 
the project „Resilience as Challenge for European Cities 
(HeKris): Developing urban planning strategies and 
concrete projects“.
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